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ABSTRACT

Research on the participation of Black professionals in the mental

health care delivery system has been stymied by the lack of basic in-

formation on Blacks as they function in that system. The purpose of

this study was to .tart a data base on one set of Black mental health

practitioners working with Black clients from which hypotheses and areas

of future study could be formulated. Objectives of this exploratory,

descriptive study were to: (1) identify tasks performed and techniques

employed by school counselors and psychologists in providing mental

health services to public school students; (2) identify the major pro-

blems that Black professionals encounter in providing services to Black

students; (3) determine how t:ese professionals view their roles and

functions; (4) assess the relative signicicance of the theoretical

frame of reference used by these professionals; and (5) examine the

influence of various organizational, demographic, and attitudinal factors

on the techniques utilized and tasks performed by these workers.

One hundred seventy-seven (177--57 men, 120 women) black school

counselors and thirty-six (36--5 men, 31 women) psychologists, employed

in seven predominantly Black, urban public school systems were inter-

viewed. Information was collected in the tollowing areas: (1) demo-

graphic and general characteristics of Black counselors and school

psychologists; (2) tasks performed and techniques employed by these

practitioners; and (3) theoretical orientations maintained by the re-

spondent groups. In addition, participan .7. were asked to identify

problem areas for themselves and the students they serve.

1
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The major findings of the study were as follows: (1) the tasks

performed and techniques employed by Black school practitioners were

not different from those of other counselors and psychologists,

irrespective of race, as reported in the literature; (2) approximately

half of the practitioners believed that there were unique strategies

for working with Black students; (3) the characteristics of the practi-

tioners that appeared to be most influential in determining whether they

performed certain tasks and used certain techniques and strategies were

their perceptions of how well others knew their job, their age, and

the factors of client and Black value orientation; (4) the major problems

counselors and psychologists most often encountered in working with

Black public school students were poor academic achievement, a poor

home environment, a lack of motivation, and a poor self-concept; and ,

(5) support and resources are needed to allow school mental health

practitioners additional time to provide services to their clients.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

A. Organization of the Report

This document reports on the steps involved in the conduct of the

study, The Delivery of Mental Health Services to Children. .n this

section, Chapter the background of the research problem is presented

and explained. In Chapter Ii the relevant literature is given and the

goal and objectives are stated. Chapter III describes the methodology.

Results are presented in Chapter IV and discussed in Chapter V. Suggested

future research and policy implications are also presented in Chapter V.

B. Background

The decade of the sixties began an era of intense critical examin-

ation and reform in all social arenas Impetus from the Kennedy admin-

stration brought mental health to the forefront as an area that clearly

needed study and change while new educational opportunities and affirmative

aLtion programs increased the wumber of Blacks and minorities concerned

and involved in mental health related fields. These forces raised

questions regarding the status of the mental health of Blacks and other

minorities and their need for adequate and responsive mental health

care, and,in general, challenged the prevailing traditional mental health

treatment and care system. Black social scientists like Charles Thomas

(1970) argued that race and culture affected the treatment approach- -

often to the deficit of Black clients. Jones (1972) argued that most

theoretical orientations to understanding mental healthiness assux3d a

pathological view towards Blacks that was erroneous and needed to e

abandoned.

13 1
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In essence, then, the competency of the mental health service delivery

system was scrutinized particularly when the recipient or client group

was Black or another minority. Emerging from this questioning was the

need to explore, document and analyze the kind, quantity and quality of

mental health care provided to the Black community especially as it was

provided by Black practitioners.

C. Problem Statement

The purpose of the study was to begin to develop a data base from

which hypotheses could be formulated to explore the relationship between

race, theoretical orientation, professional training, and other such

characteristics on the effectiveness of mental health service delivery

to Black clients. One way to start such a data base, and the method

selected for this study, is to simply select groups of mental health

practitioners and to describe them in their work roles. This basic

kind of information was not available on any set of Black mental health

practitioners--in part because a group of Black mental health practi-

tioners large enough in number and comparable enough in job placement

and siercindings had only recv , come available.

In recent years many urban areas have become predominately Black.

By 1970 about 5d percent of the Black population lived in central cities

as compared with onl 44 perceni. 'n 1950. With this increase in the

Black urban population, there came a cor7esponding increase from Blacks

for quality education, community control of the schools, and larger

numbers of Black professionals and paraprofessionals in neighborhood

schools. In response to some of these demands, funds were made

available from the state and national governments to local districts to

14
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provide for a variety of educative and supportive services such as the

Title I Program of the Elementary and Secondary School Act of 1965

and Title In of the Social Security Act.

As a result of these funds and demands from the community, there has

been a significant increase in the number of Black professionals who are

responsible for the delivery of mental health services in urban schools.

In general, these professionals are responsible for working with school

administrators, parents, teachers, community agencies, students and

other sta.f in the identification of financial, medical, nutritional, rec-

reational, educational, cultural and social needs of children in schools.

Their newly acquired involvement in service assessment, planning and

implementation warrants investigation.

This study elected to describe the activities, orientations, and

backgrounds of Black schoo counselors and psychologists working in

urban, public schools with predominatly Black students. In this study

counselors and psychologists are defined as mental health practitioners

and instances of their intervention 0'0 students are taken to be the

provision of mental health services. These instances will become

apparent in the text but they include providing individual counseling,

diagnosing problems of self-esteem and so Forth.

A position argued by many Black mental health and social service

practitioners, is that it is crucial that they move away from patholo-

gical notions about the behavior of Black people (Jones, 1972). This

position suggcats an awareness among Blacks concerning the needs of

their clients and the type of mental health services they must provide

15
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..

if they are to be effective. While these concerns are valid, there has

been very little empirical research in this area. It is hoped that this

research prefect, through documentation of the activity of these workers,

will ultimately help to clarify issues pertaining to race and treatment

issues, to develop alternative se,^vice models and to enrich the curricula

of relevant colleges and disciplines concerned with these problems.

Specific objectives were: (' ) to identify tasks performed and tech-

niques employed by counselors and school psychologists in providing

mental health services to students in publi: schools; (2) to determine

now these professionals view their roles and functions; (3) to identify

the major problems that Black professionals encounter in providing ser-

vices to Black students; (4) 6) assess the relative significance of the

theoretical frame of reference used by these professionals; and (0

to examine the influence of various organizational, demographic and

attitudinal factors on the techniques and tasks utilized by these workers.

These objectives were selected because they efficiently organize a comp-

rehensive set of concerns and data on behavior, opinion, and attitude that

can form the backbone for creoible future investigations on effective

treatment.

16
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview

This review focuses on findings which offer suggestions about the

normative behavior of school practitioners as well as other pupil person-

nel workers. Unfortunately, these studies tended not to be concerned

with specific functions or tasks of the Black school counselor and

psychologist or with how attitudinal and organizational variables

affected their practice. Most of the studies cited pertain to non-Black

school practitioners or to race-not-specified studies. This review was

not intended to be exhaustive Since the purpose of this study is to

describe the activities and orientations of Black school counselors and

psychologists, the literature was reviewed and organized primarily

around what counselors and psychologists do (their tasks and techniques)

and factors that seem to affect their work. Factors of particular im-

portance for Black mental health practitioners are also presented.

The literature in this study has been organized into three sections.

The first section surveys the tasks performed by school counselors and

psychologists. The second section discusses various techniques used

by school counselors and psychologists while the third section looks

into the factors which influence tasks and techniques. Expectations

and significan,e and a statement of goal and objectives are presented.

17
5
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A. Tasks Performed by School Counselors and Psychologists

The role ano Lion of the school counselor has often appeared to

be quite unclear and has thus prompted the attention of social scientists

and educators. One study conducted by Trotzer and Kassera (1971)

attempted to ascertain the actual tasks counselors performed and the

frequency with which they were performed. Thirty-four counselors from

nineteen different schools were asked to complete a data sheet and main-

tain a daily log for a period of ten days. This study indicated that

counselors spent 44.3 percent of their time working directly with

students, and the remainder of their time performing paper work and other

non-person or non-guidance activities. In 1962, the American Personnel

and Guidance Association (APGA) went on record in favor of the suggestion

that 50 percent of the counselor's time should be spent working directly

with students (Pruett & Brown, 1966). This means that the counselors in

the Trotzer and Kassera study were slightly below the APGA suggested

standards in amount of direct student contact. But when the time these

counselors spent vking with other people concerning student matters

is added to tie time they spent working directly with students, counselors

were spending the amount of time recommended by APGA plus an additional

17.5 percent.

In studying the frequency with which school counselors performed

certain tasks and the importance of the tasks, Roemmich (1967) found

that there was a high level of agreement between tasks performed most

frequently and those ranked most important. For example, the item,

"Counsel Students Regarding Potentials and Limittions," was ranked

first among the tasks "performed" and third "importance" and the

18
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itP- "Counsel Students in Accepting Themselves as Individuals." was ranked

second among the tasks performed and first in "importance". Several

items which dealt with th- counselor in face-to-face relationships with

students were negatively correlated (such as, "Counsel Students with

Personal Problems" and "Assist Students in Making Personal Decisions").

Although these items ranked high on importance, they were perfem.med

infrequently. Perhaps this incongruency is due to one of two factcrs:

Either the items on the instrument(s) used in the study were vague or

the counselors believed that certain tasks were important but did not

perform them frequently due to administrative constraints such as the

size of their caseload.

Counselors believe, however, that many tasks routinely performed

are not in the realm of school counseling. Maser (1971), using the

Shumake and Oekle Counselor function Inventory, had counselors as well

as other school personnel group tasks according to the extent counselors

should devote their time. They were asked to group tasks under one of

the following five categories: (11 the counselor should personally

perform this function, (2) the counselor should frave primary res-

ponsibility for this function, he/she may not personally perform the

function, (3) the counselor should share with other groups in planning

and performing this function, but he/she does not share the primary

responsibility for the function, (4) the counselor should serve as

; consultant in this function only upon request, and (5) the counselor

should have no direct responsibility for this function. Tasks rated

highest in each of the above categories were, respectively: (1)

counseling students concerning academic failures and providing students

19
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with an opportunity to talk through his problems, (2) counseling with

students concerning learning difficulties, (3) working with students

who are delinquent in attendance, (4) sending and receiving transcripts

to and from other high schools, and (5) planning PTA activities and

programs.

The profession of school psychologist also suffers from the problem

of role ambiguity. Prior to World War II, psychologists in the schools

were viewed as clinical psychologists who administered psychological

tests. Students in the field argued that the functions of the school

psychologist involve: (1) psychotherapy, (2) remedial and counseling

tasks, (3) community activism, and (4) writing education prescriptions

and any tasks which helps the child in adjustment (Shaw, 1957). This

controversy concerning the role of the school psychologist, argues

Shaw, is the key reason for the paucity of empirical studies regarding

the function of school psychologists.

Cornell (1942) conducted one of the first empirical studies of

school psychologists in which the primary concern was the functions and

techniques of this group. Through direct questioning, Cornell asked

sixty-three school psychologists in New York to indicat: their duties.

The activities of these school psychologists, enumerated according to

the frequency -with which they were performed, were: j1) administering

individual psychological tests, (2) conferring with teachers and

principals, (3) administering tests to groups, (4) contacting parents,

(5) writing diagnostic reports, (6) conducting individual interviews,

(7) communicating with agencies, and (8) planning remedial instructions.

These school psychologists were also engaged in miscellaneous activities

20
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which "reminds one of the functions of the one-room teacher ... This list

ranged from teaching and supervisory work to participation in community

mental hygiene, program administration, research, educational placement,

and social work" (Cornell, 1942, p. 190).

Unfortunately, Cornell did not use the direct approach in delineating

techniques. Instead, she reviewed the list of activities school psycho-

logists performed drd concluded that only two techniques, administering

tests and writing diagnostic reports, ere in the province of psycho-

logists. These were the same two functions on the activities list. Per-

haps if Cornell had specifically questioned her sample of school psy-

chologists, she would have discovered what techniques they actually employed

in working with children.

Mere than twenty years later, Keenan (1964) reported briefly on a

study with Massachusetts school psychologists. Keenan developed a

questionnaire of eighty task items which were rated by her sample for

frequency, importance, and difficulty. Respondents were also asked to

indicate factors which prevented performance. A summary of these find-

ings by Keenn indicates that: (1) school psychologists were working

mostly in the areas of diagnostic study of children and administrative

work, (2) most of the school psychologist's time was spent counsulting

with teachers, (3) professional growth and research were rated as im-

portant but generally were areas given the least amount of attention,

(4) most school psychologists held master's degrees, but the majority

needed further training in the technique and practice of projective

testing, counseling, and group and play therapy, (5) difficulty in

21
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perfuming duties is most often impeded: by lack of time, by other staff

members performing the duties, by KJ requests for services, and by in-

sufficient training, and (6) the majority of full-time school psycho-

logists spent thirty to forty percent of their time working with the

mentally retarded (p. 186).

In a later study, Roberts (1970) had school psychologists rate the

importance of their acutal functions and the desirability of these

various functions on a seven-point scale. He found the following: (1)

psychologists felt that the role of psychometrician was important but

that in actual practice more time than desirable was spent in it, (2)

psychologists valued the role of diagnostician in actual practice but

rated it as only moderate on importance, (.3) psycholpoists rated the

role of consultant as important in actual practice and high on desir-

ability, (4) although in actual practice psychologists placed little

importance on the role of mental hygienist, they rated it high in

desirability, and (5) psychnlogists rated the roles of researcher, ther-

apists, and educational programmer as low in importance in actual practice

and in desirability. Most surprisingly, the Roberts study also showed

that psychologists desired to spend most of their time in the role of

consultant and less time as psychometrists.

The review of the literatire indicates clearly that the roles and

functions of the school counselors and school psychologists have been

topics of controversy for many years and have aenerated studies that

specifically addressed this problem. In summary, these studies have

tended to show that school counselors and school psychologists perform

22
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a vast array of tasks from counseling students to doing paper work, and

that many of these tasks are not always considered to be within the domain

of their work responsibility.

B. Techniques Used by School Counselors and Scnool Psychologists

Qualitative statements regarding techniques that social prac-

titioners should use in working with Black students can be found represented

in the literature. Some of these techniques have been reported in

race-not-specified/non-Black studies. These studies are generally case

accounts, rather than comparative efforts which can in the final analysis

rank one technique over another. Nonetheless, some suggestions are

made concerning the use of certain techniques under certain conditions.

The main theme which pervades most reports regarding Black school

social practitioners is that the most effective technique for aiding

the client is to attack his/her environment and take a stance on his/her

behalf (Hayes & Banks, 1972; Riccio, 1968; Tucker, 1973; Zerface & Cox

1971). This role requires that the counselor/psychologist be sensitive

to the sociological, historial, and cultural background of Blacks and that

he/she recognize the events in the student's environment that maintain

his/her behavior (Hayes & Banks, 1972).

Harper and Stone (1974) suggest that counseling techniques utilized

in the delivery of services to Black students should quickly bring the

counselee to a level of awareness and action. Hence, Harper and Stone

argued that effective therapies or counseling approaches should

actively motivate the student toward assuming responsibility for his/her

behavior. Traditional approaches, such as rational-emotive therapy
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(Glicken, 1968), reality therapy (Blocker, 1968; Dinkmeyer, 1970) and

various behavioral models(Stuart, 1972; Bandura, 1962; Bandura, &

Walter, 1963) can be adopted to accomplish this type of counseling.

Moreover, Harper and Stone contend that the corollary counselor behaviors

in this type of counseling should be acceptive, directive, assuring and

persuasive (Wallin & Ferguson, 1961).

Jones and Jones (1972),two noted Black psychologists, also urged the

use of these techniques in counseling Blacks. They maintain that the

Black client's culture must play a part in the counseling process. For

example, soul music--an integral part of Black culture, was reported to be

an effective redium for getting the student to communicate (Toldson &

Pasteur, 1976).

Several other techniques which have been utilized in working with

students ere reported in rice-not-specified studies and articles. Two

of the most familiar are individual and group counseling. Although the

former provides for a one-to-one relationship between students and

counselor, group counseling seems to be more advantageous. First, it is

time saving. Second, it demonstrates to students that others share their

problems. Third, it gives the students an avenue for experimenting

with new ways of dealing with people before interacting in large group

settings. Fourth, the influence of peers is a strong incentive for

changing bebavior (Hoppock, 1949).

Group counseling is also used with families of children who are

having problems in the school system. Multiple family counseling, as it

is called, is based on the premise that the worlds of home and school are

24
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inseparable. It assumes that the family is tha primary influence on the

child's behavior and that the place to attack problems is with the people who

are involved with the child in the settiag where problems occur (Sauber, 1970).

The premise on which this technique is predicated is in direct contra-

diction to that of the client advocates who feel that the therapist must

deal only with changing the attidudes of each individual client to the

point where he/she can accept the circumstances surrounding the problem.

The successful delivery of counseling services to children necessi-

tates utilizing the resources of every discipline. It appears

that every nook and cranny must be explored in an attempt to establish

a valid means of addressing the needs of the child in counseling. The

use of technological advancements, higher level methodological techniques,

and modern physical material have been adopted to achieve this end.

Audio-visual equipment, for instance, has been used in an attempt to

allow students to study and receive feedback on their behavior (Kagan,

1970) and be encouraged to seek counseling when indicated (Smith & Lewis.

1974).

Advancements in computer technology have also been adopted in the

counseling process. In one instance, forty junior high ichool students

experienced counseling (educational planning) via a computer system.

Twenty students were assigned to one counselor and twenty were assigned

to a second counselor. A computer model was designed to parallel one

of the counselors. For the most part, tie computer agreed with both

counselors on appraisal of students and on course selection (Loughary,

1966). The use of business contracts in the counseling process has also

been reported (Sulzer, 1962; Pratt & Tooley, 1964). Essentially, the

25
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client enters into a contract -- a binding agreement -- with the practi-

tioner regarding a particular circumstance he wishes to correct. For

example, if a student is receiving poor grades, the counselor might

suggest that he/she study one hour a day and report the behavior weekly.

If the student agrees to this suggestion, the counselor writes up the

contract and the student signs it (Thomas & Ezall, 1972).

The Q-sort technique was developed in psychology as a method for

ascertain'ng subjects comparative ratings of stimuli, e.g., statements

and photographs, by having them sort these stimuli in the form of a fixed

distribution. It has been similarly utilized in counseling. One

counselor had students sort a deck of cards with statements on them

regarding occupationsin order to det..Tmine student job preference.

Students were given cards and instructed to read each one carefully and

place them on a board alonga preference continuum. The results of the

card sort aided the counselor in helping students decide upon careers

(Dolliver, 1967).

As elementary school children are often less facile than adolescents

in putting their emotions and feelings into words, toys have been employed

as a medium for communication. Referred to as play activity, this tech-

nique aids the child-counselor/psychologist relationship. In these

situations, the counselor is generally mildly active, permitting the

child to express his/her feelings fully and intensely. Among the materials

used in play activity are dolls, punching bags, mirrors (Sartore, 1974),

modeling clay, and other such play equipment (Aronin et al., 1974; Muro,

1968; Waterland, 1970).
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Other techs iqvPs which do not incorporate "hardware" are also used

in counseling. Briefly these are: (1) guided fantasy, whereby the

counselor uses the youth's fantasy as a means of probing his/her problem

1972); (2) rldeling which involves the group imitating a specified

behavior (Nye, 1973) and (3) role-playing in whia the group "acts-out"

social relationship problems.

C. Variablee which ifluence Tasks and Techniques

A number of variables have been identified as influencing the tech-

niques and tasks of school counselors and psychologists i.. general

and Black counselors and psychologists in particular. They include:

(1) theoretical orientation, (2) organizational constraints, (3) autonomy,

(4) Black orientation, (5) client orientation, (6) alienation, (7) pro-

fessional orientation, (5, demographic characteristics, and (9) perceptions

of parents, community, students, and other school personnel.

Theoretical Orientation. Black practitioners who have written in

the field of counseling (Funnye, 1970; White, 1970; Jones & Jones, 1970;

Hayes & Banks, 1972) agree that theoretical orientation influences

workers' strategies. They also concur that prevailing theories

of counseling must be questioned for they are deficient where the Black

client is concerned, and that a new perspective which incorporates a

Black orientation must be developed. Yet, empirical studies tend to

suggest that theoretical orientation might not influence worker tech-

nique. Wrenn (1960) found that worker experience was a more important

factor than theoretical orientation in determinin6 worker behavior

( behavior is defined as techniques). Similarly, Fielder (1953) found

no aporedable difference in behavior among psychoanalytic, Rogerian,
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Adlerian and eclectic therapists. All reported that rapport was the

principal deminsion in counJeling and that they behaved in a manner which

enhanced their relationship with the client.

organizational Constraints and Autonomy. Numerous articles have been

written regaraing the impact of organizational variables on practitioners'

behavior. it has been suggested that such organizational factors as admin-

istrative organization ana caseloaa are better determinants of worker behavior

than is theoretical orientation. Aubrey( 1972), Gottlieb and Gottlieb( 1971),

Hum,ls an Lovett (1971) and Stone (1973), argue that counselors and psycho-

logists alike operate under three constraints: too many cases, lack of

autonomy and school administrators.

The constraints of school administrators and autonomy are generally

discussed simultaneously. It is argued that there is a positive relation-

ship between lack of autonomy by school counselors and psychologists

and the power position of the school administrators. Aubrey (1972),

writing about counselors' experiences within these restrictions, has

summarilld the situation thusly:

In most schools, counselors ... simply have no
musc'e for implementing guidance programs and
procedires most beneficial to students ... Con-
sequently, many counselors acquiesce in allowing

principals ... to call shots in school guidance

program (rather) than pushing for self-deter-

mination in this area (p. 21).

Starkman (1971) made a similar observation regarding the predicament

of school psychologists. He contends, however, that this situation

should improve with professionalization. Van Riper (1972) argues that

this condition should ease the school counselor's problems as well.
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Both Van Riper and Starkman have el. 'fflowated the criteria for profession-

alizatiun. Merging the two writers' thoughts, the criteria for pro-

fessionalization are: (10)a master's degree in the discipline, (2)

active membership in an association devoted to enhancing the services

provided, (3) description of the services and an explanation of how

services are provided to the public, (4) a continuous search for new

knowledge, and (5) self-determination regarding activities and decisions.

Fcr school counselors and psychologists who adhere to the tenets of

professionalization, it would then seem that the constraints noted above

would be minimal.

Another organizational constraint,
worker-student ratio, also in-

fluences what the practitioner does. In a study relating job satisfaction

and job activities of counselors, Hansen (1967) found that size of

caseload determined the type of tasks on which the counselor concentrated.

With larger caseloads, they spent less time working with teachers and

individual -uudents and more time working on cumulative records, infor-

mation files, and developing guidance programs.

Black Orientation. Several writers (Jones & Jones, 1970; Rose

1962; Sager et al., 1970) indicated that the techniques Black social practi-

tioners employ are related to their Black orientation. Brown (196 °),

in a study which investigated the relationship between value orientation

and the racial attitudes of Black caseworkers and the Black clients

they serve, revealed that the workers' value orientation and racial

attitudes influenced the strategies used. Brown's study found that

clients whose attitudes and value orientations were analogous to those

of the worker were successfully served.
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i.

The most popular definition of value in the behavioral sciences is

perhaps that of the Harvari Study Group: "A value is a conception, ex-

plicit or implicit, distinctive of an individual or characteristic of a

group of the desirable which influences the selection from a variable

modes, means, and ends of action" (Kluckholm, 1967). The primary points

of departure in this definition are the culture, the group, the

individual's relation to culture and the individual's place in his group.

From an overall frame of reference, Kluckholm defines a value orientation

as a generalized and organized conception influencing the behavior of

nature, man's place in nature, man's relation to man, and the desirable

and non-desirable as they may relate to man's environment and interhuman

relations. A value orientation may be held by individuals or by groups.

Value orientations, like values, vary on the continuum from the implicit

to the explicit.

From a Black perspective, Karenga (1967) emphasizes that the value

system should offer tne following three functions: (1) some predicability

of behavior, (2) an utlimate authority, and (3) a means of security.

Karenga (1967) enumerates the following seven principles in discussing

Black value orientation.

1. Limp (Unity) To strive for and maintain unity in the

family, community, nation and race.

2. Kulichagulia (Self-Determination) To define ourselves,

and speak for ourselves instead of being defined and

spoken for by others.

3. Ujima (Collective Work and Responsibility) To build and

maintain our community together and to make our brothers'

and sisters' problems our problems and to solve them

together.
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4. Ujamaa (Co-operative Economics) To build and maintain

our own stores. shops and other businesses and to

profit together from them.

S. Nia (Purpose) To make as our collective vocation the

Eliding and developing of our community in order to

restore our people to their traditional greatness.

6. Kuumba (Creativity) To do always as much as we can, in

the way we can in order to leave our community more
beautiful and beneficial than when we inherited it.

7. Imani (Faith) To believe with all our hearts in our
parents and teachers, our leaders, our people and

the righteousness and victory of our struggle.

Client Orientation. Two different views representing what factors

are considered to be necessary to develop a positive client orientation

are presented in the literature. Jones and Jones (1972) reported that

a positive client orientation exists when the counselor is courteous,

diplomatic, and warm, generating positive feelings to the client and

showing concern. Costin (1968) and Stuart (1972) proposed that positive

client orientation exists when the practitioner focuses on systemic

factors rather than on the individual child.

Alienation and Demographic Characteristics. Additional factors have

been'thought to influence the Black counselor and psychologist in

their work. Utilizing the concept' of marginality, Sanders (1968)

argues that:

"The Black social practitioner finds himself in three

minority groups - a social status minority, a racial

minority, and a professional minority. All of them

may contribute to the (practitioner's) marginal status,

compounding his insecurities, tension, and frustration.

These marginalities in turn contribute to the practi-

tioner's day-to-day occupational frustration of fighting

for clients, fighting inpenetrable bureaucratic struc-

tures---and fighting for his own untenable position as

a Negro (p. 13).
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Implicit in Sander's analysis is the need to examine variables such

as how alienation and demographic characteristics affect practitioners

techniques. For example, a Black practitioner who returns to the ghetto after

obtaining his/her professional training may be viewed with suspicion.

White (1972) argues that Black psychologists are still

operating with a lot of assuwptions and theories that have been developed

by white psychologists primarily for white clients. The implication is

that, by recieving professional training, Black workers can be pro-

grammed in such a manner that they lose their ability to relate to Black

people. An analysis of the influence of other demographic variables such

as sex (Mullen & Aberles, 1971) and age (Hasse, 1964) should prove

equally interesting in the analysis of the proposed study.

Professional Orientation. Taber and Vattano (1970) formulated two

premises. The first was that orientations of social workers generally

could be described in terms of two dimensions, the "clinical" and the

"social." The second premise was that the clinical and social orientation

represent opposite ends of the same continuum. The social workers who

tended to perceive their responsibilities from "clinical" viewpoints

tended not to agree with treatment techniques derived from "social" viewpoints.

Taber and Vattano found that the clinical and social orientations were not,

however, the principal or most important dimensions of social workers'

orientations. Their findings did not support the second permise either--the

notion that clinical and social orientations are mutually exclusive and in

opposition to each other.

Perceptions of Parents, Community, Students and Others. Not only do

school administrators have an impact on school psychologists and

counselors, but others concerned with the school system also influence
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how practitioners do their job. Gary, West, and Kumi (1976) in.developing

their interview schedule for their multi-city study of black School

social workers, met with a group of school social workers who acted as

judges regarding items for inclusion in the questionnaire. Among the

ideas which they suggested should be tapped was the relationship among

school social workers, other school personnel, students, and parents,

They noted that some of the problems of school social workers stemmed

from the poor perception of the profession by people with whom they work.

They also suggested that how psychologists and counselors perceive all

of the people with whom they are involved in their work should be

investigated.

Quality of the client-counselor and psychologist relationship has

been discussed considerably in the general literature regarding race

unidentified practitioners as well as in the literature regarding Black

practitioners. In general, the quality of these relationship has been

discussed in connection with the effect, if any, of race on the treat-

ment process. However, the significance of race in the treatment

process is still unresolved. Just as there are many writers who contend

that race is not a critical variable (Barett and Perlmutter, 1972:

Dubly, 1970; Backner, 1970; and Heffernon and Bruehl, 1971) there is an

equal number who contend that it is (White, 1970; Alland, 1971;

and Brown 1963) . N- withstanding the important research implications

of this controversy, this study shall not empirically test either the

hypothesis that Black school mental health practitioners are more apt

than are their white counterparts to serve the Black client successfully

or the hypothesis that the race of the practitioners is not an important
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variable in determining whether the Black client is served successfully.

D. Expectations and Significance

Rather the intent of this study was to fill a void in the literature

by focusing on the techniques employed and tasks performed by Black

school counselors and psychologists in order to ultimately determine whether

the performance of these tasks and the utilization of the tech-

niques are related to factors identified in the literature, such as

theoretical and Black Value orientation, organizational features and

so forth. While no particular hypotheses were formulated and no particular

theory was advanced (both were considered to be premature at this stage),

it was hoped that a study of this type would generate invaluable infor-

mation on such issues as preferred strategies in counseling Black youths,

on Black school counselor/psychologist orientations which are likely

to increase the effectiveneF- of practitioners in the intervention pro-

cess, and major constraints which hamper the ability of these profession-

als to provide needed services to Black s:hool students.

In the long run, the study will provide a date base from which

hypotheses can be developed for empirical validation. Immediately, it

can provide to service planners and administrators information on services

that are being provided, activities which are neglected, and the types of

problems being encountered by both the practitioners and the children.

E. Statement of Goal and Objectives

The goal of the project was to provide a general description of the

work world of Black school counselors and psychologists. Objectives were:
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1. to identify tasks performed and techniques employed by
counselors and psychologists in providing mental health
services to clients in public schools,

2. to identify the major problems that Black professionals
encounter in providing services to students;

3. to determine how these professionals view their role and
functions;

4. to identify and assess the relative significance of the
theorectical frame of reference used by these profession-
als;

5. to examine the influence of organizational, demographic
and attitudinal variables on the techniques and tasks
utilized by these workers.
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CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY

Overview

The methodology section of this report describes the steps involved

in actually conducting the study. Described herein are the research

design, the study population and sites, sampling procedure, instrumen-

tation, data collection, and data analysis.

A. Research Design

The study was exploratory and descriptive in design. An experi-

mental or quasi-experimental design was rejected because there was little

documentation on the opinions and practices of Black mental health practi-

tioners as a group making theoretical and/or hypothetical postulating

more tenuous than usual or tolerable.

Personal interviews were used to obtain first-hand accounts of the

activities, perceptions and attitudes of the sample with the expectancy

that this information wculd comprise a much needed data base that could

assist in understanding effects and influences of Black professional

participation in mental health care with Black clients. Survey research

methods guided the ;ample selection process and the data collection

procedures.

B. Study Population

Black school counselors and psychologists working in urban public

schools with predominantly Black students constituted the population to

be studied.

C. Study Sites

The school systems of Atlanta, GA; Baltimore, MD; Chicago, IL;

Detroit, MI; Gary, IN; Indianapolis, IN; and New York, NY were the

cities selected from which the sample would be drawn. They were chosen
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because (1) the IUAR previously conducted a similiar study, Social Inter-

vention in the Public School System, with school social workers in the

same cities providing an entry point and a comparison sample; (2) their

school systems have large Black student populations; and (3) the school

systems employed a sufficient number of Black school counselors and psy-

chologists to make the study results representative of the target popu-

lation at large.

U. Sample Selection

Before the study actually began a preliminary investigation revealed

that there were approximately 791 Black school counselors and 92 Black

school psychologists in the school stems of interest. Since the group

of psychologists was so much smaller in number than the group of coun-

selors, it was orginally planned to try to include all psychologists

in the sample and to randomly select one eighth (the estimated ratio of

counselors to psychologists was eight counselors to every one psycho-

logist) of all counselors. Thus,a total sample of 312 was envisioned.

In actually conducting the.study permission to enter the school

systems was sought and obtained from the superintendents in the seven

. -

cities. After the school superintendents granted approval, an abstract

of the study was forwarded to the appropriate student personnel admin-

istrators. When letters of approval were received from the student

personnel administrators, the administrators were telephoned and asked

for a list of their Black school counselors and psychologists. A total

of 797 Black school counselors and 78 Black school psychologists were

identified. The list of these school practitioners was alphabetized
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and entries on it were assigned numbers. Stratifying by city, 177

counselors and 36 psychologists were randomly selected for study inclusion.

(See tables A and B.) Counselors and psychologists are represented pro-

portionately for each city.

There are nearly five times more counselors tnan psychologists in the

study sample: Psychologists were employed at a much lower rate in each

of the school systems in the sample. With this difference in total number,

analyses and findings will be approached cautiously particularly when

differences between the two groups are found.

TABLE A

Distribution of Black School Counselors in the Sample

City

Number of Black
School Counselors

Number
Interviewed

Proportion of
Counselor Sample

Atlanta 59 10 .06

Baltimore 19 18 .10

Chicago 394 66 .37

Detroit 180 32 .18

Gary 34 6 .03

Indianapolis 41 7 .04

New York City 70
.

38 .21

Total 797 177 .99
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TABLE B

Distribution of Black School Psychologists in the Sample

City

Number of Black

School Psychologists

Number
Interviewed

Proportion of

Psychologist
mplesa

Atlanta 7 2 .06

Baltimore 4 4 .11

Chicago 35 11 .30

Detroit 16 6 .17

Gary 2 2 .06

Indianapolis 3 3 .08

New York City 11 8 .22

Total 78 36 1.00

E. Instrumentation

An interview schedule to be used with both the school counselors

and psychologists was developed. The questionnaire was designed to

elicit information in the following areas: (1) general characteristics

of Black school counselors and psychologists, (2) tasks performed and

specific techniques employed in their work roles as counselors and school

psychologists, (3) job/organizational characteristics, and (4) theoretical

orientation.

The data collected through the interview schedule provided informa-

tion on the following specific characteristics:

1) Demographic Characteristics: age, sex, income, job

title, educational achievement, undergraduate major,

. and graduate major.

2) Professional Participation: membership in professional

organizations, participation in conference and in-
service training sessions, and professional journal

articles read.
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3) Career Commitments: extent to which areas of work
responsibility can be defined, factors influencing
job selection, plans to continue in work roles, and
satisfaction with job.

4) Organizational Constraints: whether office space is
provided, ability to handle workload, number of schools

served.

5) Organizational Socialization: initial job expecta-
tions, problems interfering with work, what job
changes have taken place, and how? etc.

6) Perceived Autonomy: ability to define responsi-
bility and to make changes, whether superiors know
and understand problems of job, whether encouragement
is given to make suggestions, and whether suggestions
are accepted.

7) Perceptions of Parents, Community and Other School

Personnel: whether others perceive what the job
entaile, perceive importance of the job, and view

the job favorably.

8) Black Orientation: thirty-eight items concerning

a Black value orientation that reflect Karenga's

(1967) seven principles.

An assessment of tasks performed and techniques utilized was made

through Likert-type scales and through open and closed-ended questions.

To ascertain tasks performed, thirty-eight (38) tasks were selected

from the one hundred seven (107) items used by Costin (1968). The purpose

of the Costin study was to measure the relative importance of the tasks

and the extent to which they could be performed by others with less

training. Unlike the Costin study, the measurement scale employed in

this study related not to the requisite expertise for performing a given

task, but to the frequency of its performance. For this purpose, a

five-point scale was used ranging from "nearly all the time" to "never."
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Techniques used by the school practitioners were similarly measured.

Black orientation was measured by a scale developed for use in this

study; therefore,
reliability and validity information was not available.

The scale required respondents
to indicate on a 5 point scale the extent

to which they agr'ed or disagreed with statements retarding different

aspects of Black identity or life. For example, one question read,

"Black music and drama should be used more in the public sch:c1F

Of particular note, items were
developed to gain informat con-

cerning how the sample :subjects worked with Black youngsters experiencing

special nroblems.
Specifically, they were asked to ident.!y the techni-

ques used in tleir work with hyperactive children, drug dependent students,

agoressive youngsters, and inapropriately
labeled or mislabled students.

Subjects were also asked to identify the techniques they had found to

be ecially effective in working with inner-city Black students. A

cry of the questiovaire is in Appendix A.

F. Data Collection Prtcedure

Field coordinators in each city were hired to schedule interviews,

supervise intervie4ars and handle logistic details. These coordinators

,orked closely with the project staff. The questionnaire was administered

through individual interviews. A3 was described
previously in the section

on sample selection, the school superintendents gave permission to

enter the schools and supplied the names of the counselors and psycho-

logists. Persons selected for participation were asked to cooperate

and an interview time was scheduled. Standard informed consent proce-

uures were followed and written consent was obtained. All interviews

were condu.ted in the field at the interviewee's job site.
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G. Analysis i),Lesin

The basic objectives of the data analysis plan were (1) to provide

descriptions of the characteristic of the counselors/psychologists, tasks

they performed, and techniques they utilized; and (2) to examine the

interrelationships between these variables. The first objective required

the use of descriptive statistical measures including frequencies, per-

centages, medians and modes. The use of these measures is fairly

straightforward. While frequencies represent the raw data, percentages

are more useful since the N may vary from question to question and, in

this study, the N is very different for psychologists and counselors.

In certain cases modal responses were identified as a quick descriptor.

Unlike the median response which represents that point below (and above)

which 50 percent of the cases fall, the modal response is simply the

most frequently occuring response. Both of these are central tendency

measures which can describe at least in summary form a distribution of

responses.

The second objective was met through the use of various bivariate

measures association including Pearson product-moment correlations,

point-biserial correlations, the chi- square test of significance, and

Fisher's exact test of probability (Guilford b t'Auchter, 1973).

Factor analysis was used as a general reduction technique (Harmon,

1967) 4th the data on tasks and techniques used and theoretical orien-

tation. t-tests and analysis of variance were used to compare differences

between counselors and psychologists on tasks, techniques, and theoret-

ical orientation. Further discussion of some of these techniques follow.
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Pearson product-moment correlation. The computation of this measure

is generally restricted to those cases where the two variables being

related are measured on at least an interval level scale. The range of

the statistic runs from -1.0 to +1.0, with the sign representing the

direction of the relationship and the number its magnitude. Significance

testing for tnis statistic usually involvs..s deciding whether or not the

population parameter is 0, given the size of the sample statistic.

Point-biserial correlation. In certain cases it may be of interest

to relate a nominal level variable having two leve't; to one measureo on

an interval scale. While the latter variable can be dichotomized to

match the former, this is done usually at the cost of losing a great

deal of information. The point-biserial correlation is a measure that

retains a maximum amount of information and yields a statistic that

can be interpreted in the same way as the Pearson r. The nominal level

variable needs to be a genuine dichotomy, however. Actually the point-

biserial r is a product-moment correlation. Computer prorams for

giving Pearson r's for score data automatically yield point-biserial

r's between continuous and dichotomized variables (Guilford, 1973).

Chi-square test of significance. This statistic was used in the

present study in cases where the variables being related were both

measured on a nominal scale or cases where one varieoP ws on a

nominal level with more than two ct.tegories and was to be related to a

variable measured on an interval scale. In the latter case the inter-

val level variable was dichotomized. By comparing obtained frequencies

with expected frequencies, this technique can indicate significant

associations between independent and dependent variables.
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Fisher's exact test of probability. It may sometimes occur in

attempting to computeachi-square with nominal level variables that

exptected frequencies may be very low due to the samll number of people

responding to the question. In such a case chi-square values may be

misleading. The appropriate techniaue to use in this instance is to

directly compute the probability values. Several instances in the

present study required such tests. The probability values obtained were

directly comparable to tie .10 criterion level of significance.
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CHA ?TER IV. RESULTS

Overview

The objectives of the study are used to organize the presentation

of the results. Since the study was exploratory and much information

was gathered, it was decided that such an organizational aid would be the

most useful one in order to present clearly the study's findings in re-

lation to the types of questions posed. However, before the results

by objectives are presented, demographic and background information on

the sample is given.

A. Demographic and Background Characteristics

Background information was obtained on age, sex, income, years

employed, education and manner of becoming a school practitioner.

Approximately 85 percent of the practitioners were 35 years-old and over.

The modal age group was 40-44 years accounting for 23 percent of the

sample. Nearly 71 percent of the respondents were female.

Almost 80 percent have been employed as school practitioners 10

years or less with the modal response being 6-10 years (indicated by 45%

of the practitioners). However, nearly half (47.89%) have been employed

in their present job 5 years or less.

Over a third (38.97%) made over $21,000 per year -- the highest

category presented to them --- and another third (32.39%) had yearly

incomes of between $18,000 and $20,999. Fewer than 10 percent made

less than $15,000 per year.
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Approximately 96 percent had a master's degree or higher and nearly

70 percent had earned a masters degree plus 30 hours or more beyond that

degree. There were no psyc ;ts with less than a master's degree,

and most psyc;ologists had a master's degree plus 60 hours of traditional

graduate work.

There was a wide diversity in the practitioners' choice of under-

graduate majors. About 27 percent of the practitioners majored in

education--the most often cited undergraduate major. Approximately

52 percent majored in one of the following fields: behavioral science

(11.74%), social sciences (7.98%), natural sciences (6.10%), humanities

(8.45%), business or public administration (5.16%), mathematics(7.04%)

or physical education (5.16%).
Slightly over 21 percent majored in other

assorted fields.
Psychologists were less diverse than were counselors

in their choice of an undergraduate major with half of the former group

having majored in behavioral sciences and slightly over 30 percent

in education. There was more uniformity between both counselors and

psychologists in their choice of a graduate major. Over 66 percent of

all the practitioners
majored in guidance and counseling and about 11

percent majored in psychology. Over 78 percent of the counselors majored

in guidance and counseling while about 75 percent of the psychologists

majored in either psychology (50%),educational
psychology (13.9%),or

school psychology (11.1%).

When asked how they became school practitioners,
nearly one third

(30.99%) of the counselors and psychologists stated by education and

(19.25%) stated by promotion. Nearly 40 percent (37.09%) stated that

they became school practitioners by applying for an available position

'10.33%), as a result of administrative encouragement (6.10%), by
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passing an exam (7.98%) or by other means (12.68%). Data were missing

for 27 persons (12.68%) in the sample. Slightly more than half of the

psychologists (52.8%) in corparison to only 26.5 percent of the counselors

were likely to have become school practitioners through education. While

22.6 percent of the counselors were likely to become school practitioners

through promotion, only 2.8 percent of the psychologists WE e likely to

do so through this means.

See Table 1 for all of the above information by total sample, coun-

selors and psychologists.

Table!

iAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS OF MENTAL HEALTH PRACTITIONERS

Semple Characteristics Total Semite PSycholOgistS W36 Counselors N177

N N N I

Age
less than 24 1 .47 I 2.8 0 0.0

25-29 12 5.63 6 16.7 6 3.4

30-34 19 8.92 3 8.3 16 9.0

35-39 31 14.55 4 11.1 27 15.2

40-44 49 23.00 4 11.1 45 25.4

45-49 37 17.37 5 13.9 32 18.1

50-54 33 15.49 4 11.1 29 16.4

55 and over 22 10.33 0 0 22 12.4

Wssincl data 9 C23 9 25_n 0 0.0

Sex

Male 62 29.11 5 14.0 57 32.0

Female 151 70.89 31 86.0 120 68.0

Incase

9,000-11,999 4 1.88 2 5.6 2 1.1

12,000-14,999 17 7.98 3 8.3 14 7.9

15,000-17,999 40 18.78 6 16.7 34 19.2

18,000-20,000 69 32.39 7 19.4 62 35.0

21,000- end over 83 38.97 18 50.0 65 36.7

Education
B.A. I .47 0 0.0 I 0.6

B.A. + 30 7 3.29 0 0.0 7 4.0

M.A. 58 27.23 6 16.7 52 29.4

M.A. +30 79 37.09 II 30.6 68 38.4

M.A. + 60 58 27.23 13 36.1 45 23.4

Doctorate 6 2.82 4 11.1 2 1.1

Other 4 1.88 2 5.5 2 1.1
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7abl I :continued)

Undergraduate Major
Behavioral Science
Social Sciences
Natural Sciences
Humanities
Business or Public

Administration

25
17

13

18

II

11.74
7.98
6.10
8.45

5.16

18

2
0
2

0

50.0
5.5

0.0
5.5

0.0

7

15

13

16

11

4.0
8.5
7.3
9.0

6.2

Undergraduate Major (cont'd)

Education
58 27.23 11 30.6

47 26.6

Mathematics
15 7.04 1 2.8

14 7.9

Physical Education
11 5.16 0 0.0

11 6.2

Other
45 21.13 2 5.5

43 24.3

Graduate Major

Education
14 6.57 6 16.7

8 4.5

Guidance II Counseling 141 66.20 2 5.5 139 78.5

Math b Natural Science !
.47 I 2.8 0 0.0

Psychology
23 10.80 18 50.0

5 2.8

Educational Psychology
6 2.82 5 13.9

I 0.6

School Psychology
5 2.35 4 11.1

1 0.6

Social Science
4 1.98 0 0.0

4 2.3

Other
13 6.10 0 0.0 13 7.3

No Answer
6 2.82 0 0.0 6 3.4

Years Employed
Less than one year 10 4.69 5 13.9

5 2.8

1-5 years
65 30.52 11 30.6

54 30.5

6-10 years
95 44.60 12 33.3

83 46.9

11-15 oars
26 12.21 I 2.8 25 14.1

4ore than 15 years 13 6.10 7 19.4
6 3.4

Missing data
4 1.88 0 0.0 4 2.2

Years In Present Position

Less than one year 18 8.45 5 13.9
13 7.3

1-5 years
102 47.89 16 44.4 86 48.6

6-10 years
68 31.92 11 30.6

57 32.2

11-15 years
20 9.39 2 5.5 18 10.2

More than 15 years
5 2.35 2 5.5

3 1.7

Manner of Becoming School

Practitioner
By Education

66 30.99 19 52.8
47 26.5

Encouragement from

Administration
13 6.10 I 2.8 12 6.8

By Promotiob
41 19.25 1 2.8

40 22.6

Applied for Position 22 10.33 4 11.1
18 10.2

Pass Exam
li 7.98 2 5.5

15 8.5

Other
27 12.68 2 5.5 25 14.1

Missing Oeta
27 12.68 7 19.4

20 11.2
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B. Objectives 1 and 2

Objective 1 was to identify tasks performed and techniques employed

by counselors and psychologists in providing mental health services to

clients in public schools. The findings of particular relevance to

objective 2--to identify the major problems that Black professionals

encounter in providing services to students--are presented here with

objective 1 as both are concerned with what the practitioner does

routinely. Moreover, the problems encountered by these practitioners

often dictate the tasks performed and techniques used in providing

services to students. Data for objective 2 consisted of the student

problems most frequently encountered by school counselors and psycho-

logists in working with Black students and the approaches they most

often took in solving those problems.

Given 37 tasks (and a free response category) to rate as to the

frequency with which these tasks were performed,50 percent or more of

the counselors often performed 13 of these tasks, and 50 percent or

more of the psychologists often performed 12 of them. There were eight

tasks that at least 50 percent or more of the counselors seldon per-

formed and twelve that at least 50 percent or more of the psychologists

seldom performed (see Table'2). The counselors most often performed

the following tasks: individual counseling (89%), working with new

students (82%), consulting with parents (79%), consulting with teachers

(78%),academic counseling (75%), working on cumulative records and

information (72%), identifying students with special needs (70%),

individual psychological testing (70%), student vocational educational

counseling (/.. ),consulting with the principal (69%), contacting agencies
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(63%), scheduling (62%), and attending professional meetings (51%).

Psychologists were most often involved in individual psychological

testing (100%), identifying students with special needs (100%), writing

diagnostic reports (92%), consulting with teachers (91%), group testing

(89%), consulting with the principal (86%), consulting with parents (86%),

doing case studies (69%), designing behavior intervention (64%), con-

tacting agencies (61%), doing mental health consulting (53%), and

individual counseling (53%). Both counselors and psychologists were

seldom involved in teaching academic courses, publication research,

conducting surveys, supervising other psychologists or counselors, job

placement, home visitations, and planning PTA activities. Inter-

estingly, psychologists were least frequently involved in two activities

in which counselors were most frequently involved--scheduling and student

vocational educational counseling.

Table 2

TASKS MOST OFTEN1 AND LEAST OFTEN2 PERFOWED BY SCHOOL

COUNSELORS AND PSYCHOLOGISTS

Counse ors
Most Often (n. %) Least Often in.%)

Psychologists
Most Often (n.11 1.eesi Ofton fl

I) Individual

Counseling
(157, 89%)

2) Work with New

Students
(145, 82%)

I) Teach Academic

Courses (156,
88%)

2) Publication
Research
(135, 76%)

I) Individual Psycho-
logical Testing

(36, 100%)

2) ideltify Students
with Special Needs
(36, 100%)

I) Teach Academic
Courses (35,
97%)

2) Plan PTA
ACtivItIOS
(30, 86%)

3) Consult with 3) Group Testing 3) Writing Diagnostic 3) Job Placement

Parents (14C,79%) (133, 75%) Reports (33, 92%) (31, 86-4

4) Consult with 4) Woe Visitatioa 4) Consult with 4) Conduct Surveys

Teachers (137,78$) (130. 73%) Teachers (33, 92%) (31, 86%)

5) Academic 5) Supervise 5) Group Testing 5) Putlicatiom

Counseling Counselor (32, 89%) Research

(133, 75%) Psychologist (28, 78%)

(127, 72%)
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Table 2 (Cont'd)

TASKS MOST OFTEN' AND LEAST OFTEN? PERFORMED BY SCHOOL

COUNSELORS AND PSYCHOLOGISTS

CPsychologists
Most Often (n ) Least Often , Most Often (m, %) Least Often (n. %)

6) work on 6) Plan PTA 6) Consult with 6) Develop Guidance

Cumulative Activities Principal Program

Records and (117, 66%) (31, 86%) (25, 7C%)

Information
(127, 72%)

7) Identify 7) Conduct 7) ConsLlt with 7) Scheduling

Students with Surveys Parents (24, 68;..)

Special Needs (105, 60%) (31, 86%)

(124, 70%)

8) Individual 8) Jot, Placement 8) Case Studies 8) Interpret Gul-

Psychological (95, 54%) (25, 69%) dance Program to

Testing (124,70%)
Community (24, 6E

9) Student 9) Design Behavior 9) Supervise Coun-

Vocational Interventions selor Psycho-

Educational (23, 64%) logist (23, 67%)

Counseling
(124, 70%)

10) Consult with IC) Contact with 10) Evaluate Guidance

Principal
Agency Program (23, 66%)

(121, 69%)
(22, 61%)

II) Contact with II) Mental Health II) Student Vocational

Agency Consultant Educational Coun-

(110, 63%)
(19, 53%) seling (18, 52%)

12) Scheduling

(109, 62%)
12) Individual 12) Hone Visitation

Counseling (18, 50%)

(19, 53%)

13) Attend

Professional .

Meetings

1 Most often was determined by at least 50% of thus. responding Indicating that they

were often involved in the activity.

2 Least often was determined by et least 50% of those responding Indicating that they

were seldom involved in the activity.
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In order to reduce the 37 tasks into small, common groups, the SPSS

Factor Analysis Program (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner & Brent, 1975)

that initially determines the number of factors to be extracted by solving

for principal components was used. It was decided that a minimum rotated

factor loading of.35 would be required for a task item to be listed

under any factors found. Seven factors were thus identified (See Table

3).

They were as follows:

I. Student development services which accounted for
52.5 percent of the variance;

II. Psychological assessment orientation which accounted

for 17.9 percent of the variance;

III. Psychoeducational services which accounted for 9.3
percent of the variance;

IV. Planning and developing guidance programs which
accounted for 4.7 percent of the variance;

V. Support services to guidance programs which accounted
for 3.6 percent of the variance;

VI. Counseling services to parents which accounted for 3.3

percent of the variance; and

VII. Administrative support which accounted for 2.3 percent of

the variance.
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Table 3

TASK FACTORS PERFORMED BY .r.200L COUNSELORS
AND PSYCHOLOGISTS

Factor % of Var-

fiance

Accounted

for

Task Description Rotated
Factor
Loading

Scale
Wan

1. Student Devel-

opment Services

52.5 Contact with agency .91 3.019

Working with new students .87 3.066

Evaluating guidance programs .87 2.457

Follow-up of former students .82 2.422

Conducting surveys .81 1.773

Planning remedial instructions .78 2.081

Job placement .75 1.739

Home visiting .73 1.615

Promoting career development .71 3.163

Teaching academic courses at
your school .64 1.737

Designing behavioral inter-
ventions for behavioral

problems .57 3.074

Community services .56 2.670

Family counseling .54 2.728

Publication research .48 2.103

Planning PTA activities and

programs .46 2.000
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Table 3 (con'elnued)

Factors % of Variance
Accounted for Task Description

II. Psychological
Assessment
Orientation

17.9 Individual Psychologist testing

Writing diagnostic summary re-

port

Identifying students with

special needs

Consulting with teachers

Case studies

Mental health consultants to
school(s)

111. Psycho-

Educational

Services

9.3

IV. Planning and
Developing
Guidance
Programs

4.7

V. Support
.Services to

Guidance
Program

3.6

Academic counseling

Individual counseling

Scheduling

Group counseling

Group testing

Interpreting guidance pro-

grams to community

Developing guidance programs

Intrepreting guidance programs
to school staff

Consulting with principal

Working on cumulative records
and information files

Rotated

Factor

Loading

Scale
Mean

.80 2.263

.71 3.127

.64 4.000

.53 3.901

.49 3.462

.40 2.857

.62 3.751

.57 4.160

.57 3.123

.46 3.423

.45 2.732

.75 2.801

.61 3.465

.56 3.351

.56 3.351

.51 3.929

.76 3.768
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Tabla 3 (continued)

Factors % of :mriance
Accounted for Task Description

Rotated

Factor

Loading

43

Scale
Mean

VI. Counseling
Services to
Parents

VII. Adrilnistra-

tive Suppurt

3.3 Cons!.,ting with parents

ATtending professional
meetings

.77

. 47

4.104

3.610

2.3 Administration duties

Extra-cL.Ticular activities

. 64

.48

3.105

2.634
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t-tests were run to diucover if Clere were differences between

psychologists and counselors in their performance of the task factors.

Significant differences were found for four of the seven factors (see

Table 4). Counselors were more involved than were psychologists in

psychoeducational services (t =5.05, p<.001), planning and developing

guidance programs (t=4.33, p.001) and providing support services to guidance

programs (t=3.28, pc.002). Pcichologists were more involved than were

counselors in psych logical assessment orientation (t =-13.36, p<.001).

Tette

t-TESTS Or TASK rAC70Rs *5:=Dwz:

BY SCHOCL Psnocimirs AN: CO.:NSELORS.

TASK FACTORS PsvOclo;:s-s Counselors
mean Scoee mea" Scare

I. Student Dm.elooment Se-vices

II. rsvc*iclogical Assessment
Orientation

III. ,svc*IpeOuce- lona' Services

IV. Plan, 'n; and Deve'coin;
Guidon:. Frovats

V. Counse'in; Se-vices to
Paren%s

VI. Adminir".11-ivt SinDert

VII. Suocort Service, to
G,:idence

3.32

4.33

3 15

2.74

3.75

2.45

2.9'7

3.56

3.0'

3.74

3.3E

3.76

3.O2

3.97

3.0'

-13.3f"

3.35"

4.33"

-C.I7

2.e7

3.2!*"

In comp:/inc the t-veiues, 3edirete value estime'ts were used
et the sunestion of Aeys (1963), since the simples were o'
uni,-uel sire end homogenelty of variance could not be assumed.

4""c<.0.0C2

'L....N..
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Both school counselors and psychologists revealed that certain tasks

which they were performing should have been performed by other workers.

Table 5 shows that 45 percent of the psychologists and 68 percent of the

counselors indicated that secretarial/clerical work was the primary task

that they should not be performing. This was the most frequently cited

inappropriate task for both groups. The counselors reported a higher

number of different work tasks that should be done by others (11 for

counselors and 6 for psychologists). Approcimately one-third (29%) of

the psychologists indicated that no work tasks they performed should be

done by others. Twelve percent of the counselors responded ' . this

manner.

Table 5

TasKs PeRrovz: whocH BE CONE 3V OTHEnli

Tasks. PSycnologists I Counselors

N225 %.1!3

Secretarial-Cie ical Work 12 45 104 5E

Cisciplinary Functions 1
4 36 24

Psychological Assessment
1

.7

Administrative Cuties
17 11

Career Develocment
1 .-

Jot Placement
1 .1

maintaining Student Records 4 16 11

Making Referral end Follow-4 I 4 5 3

Scheduling and Programming I 17 II

Sutervlsing and Monitoring Student 33 22

Counseling Duties 1 3 2

Of 35 school psychologists, 10 or 29 percent Indicated that there were
no tasks that they performed that shout° be done by others.

Of 175 school counselo-s, 22 or 12 percent Indicated that there were

no tasks that they performed 'that should be done by others.
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Practitioners were asked to select from a list of 19, those tech-

niques they used most frequently and those judged to be most effective in

working with Black students. Techniques were ranked and the top five

are presented in Table 6. Individual counseling was cited as the most

frequently used and most effective technique by both counselors and

psychologists. Counselors next ranked, in descend ng order, group

counseling, behavior modification, peer counseling and role playing as

both techniques most frequently used and those judged most effective.

Psychologists next ranked behavior modification and consultation with

caretakers, followed by group counseling and interdisciplinary team

approach which were equally ranked as the most frequently used techniques.

Their choice of the four next most effective techniques were behavior

modification, group counseling, interdisciplinary team approach, and

modeling. While they include consultation with caretakers as a frequently

used technique, it was not cited as one of the top five mos effective

techniques. Modeling was thought to be one of the most effective tech-

niques, but it was not cited by the Psychologists as one of the top

five techniques frequently used.
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Table 6

TECHNIQUES USED MOST FREQUENTLY AND THOSE JUDGED

MOST EFFECTIVE

Most Frequently
Used Rank Most Effective Rank

Individual counseling Individual counseling

Group counseling 2 Group counseling 2

Counselors Behavior modifi- Behavior modification 3

cation 3

Peer counseling 4 Peer counseling 4

Role playing 5 Role playing 5

Individual counseling Individual counseling

Behavior modification 2 Behavior modification 2

Psycho- Consultation with Group counseling 3

logists caretakers 3

Group counseling 4.5 Interdisciplinary team

approach

4

Interdisciplinary team Modeling 5

approach 4.5
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Practitioners were asked to identify the five major problems they

encountered in working with Black students and from the list of five to

indicate the most serious ones. Table 7 presents in rank order the

student problems most frequently mentioned by school psychologists and

counselors. Psychologists identified poor academic achievement as the

first ranked problem, followed by a poor home environment and a lack of

motivation (both equally ranked); learning difficulties, a poor self-

concept, poor teacher-student relations, and a lack of interest in

school (all equally ranked). Counseiors cited the top five

problems, respectively, as follows: poor academic achievement, a lack

of motivation, truancy, a poor sOf-concept, and a poor home environment.

Both school counselors and psychologists agreed that poor academic

achievement was the primary problem and both included a lack of motivation,

a poor home environment, truancy, and a poor-self concept among the five

major problems.
Tale 7

VAJOA STJDENT PPMSwF. mCST RECaNTLY

Psych010;ISTS
(N3e

Counselors
(0421,7)

Rank Problem Relk

I POOr academic achievement

2.5 Poor home environment

2.5 Lock of Wive/Ion
5.5 Learning difficulties
5.5 Poor se!'-concsot

Poor teechsr-student

5.5 rlat;ons
5.5 Lack of Interest In school

9.5 Truancy
9.5 Poo. o'er relationships

9.5 Aggression
9.5 Parental neglect/apathy

13 Economic problems
13 Poe Alf-control

Low spirtions/non-goeI
13 oriented

If Identity crises

If Personal /emotional problems

Student mIsunaerstnain;
16 role

1

2

3

5

7.5
7.5

IC

Problem

;bier ectderic echleveme--
Lack Of motive-ion
Truancy
Poor S411f-COnc*Cf
Poor home rwirOnmer'
Low asbirations/non-goel
OrIVIIWS

5$rsnts1 nnIse/SOsthy
Lock of inrerest in schoc!
Poor teacher-S'udsnt rsifiorS

11 Poor pow. relationships

12 Lack o' r*SOSC' for others

13 Economic protlems
14.5 DiSciDlins

14.! value conflicts

If lrhinc Ciff;cvltisS
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When asked to identify the most serious student problems (Table 8),

psychologists cited, respectively, poor academic achievement, a poor

home environment, learning difficulties, a poor self-concept, a lack of

motivation, and identity crisis. Counselors listed lack of motivation

as number one; truancy and poor self-concept (equall: ranked); poor

academic achievement; and poor home environment and parental neglect/

apathy (equally ranked) as the most serious student problems. Counselors

and psychologists agreed that poor academic achievement, a lack of

motivation, a poor self-concept, and a poor home environment were among

the most serious problems that students have.

Respondents were asked to indicate the strategies they used in

working with hyperactive children, students who use drugs, combative

students, inappropriately labeled students, and students with poor self-

concepts. They were also asked to indicate methods they employed to

prevent misuse of student records.

Table 8

STUDENT PROELEmS INDICATE: AS MOST SERIOUS

Psychologists
(N -36)

Rank . *roc's," :lank

1 1 Poor academic achievement I

3 poor home environment 2.5

3 Learning difficulties 2.

3 Poor self-termini i

5 Lack of motivation 5.5

6 lawrity crisis 5.5

CounseIo-s
(NsI77)

Precle

Lack Of MC.ive;OP
Truancy
Poor self-conoW
Poor OcIWic echievemen-
poor home environmen'
Parental neglect/aoethv
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Listed in Table 9 are the most frequently cited strategies that

school counselors and psychologists revealed they employed when working

with these particular problem areas. For working with the hyperactive

student, the largest percentage of the counselors (24%) stated that

they used individual counseling while 21 percent each used either re-

directing behavior, conferring with parents or providing support and

understanding. The largest percentage of the school psychologists (23%)

reported that they used the strategy of redirecting behavior when

working with hyperactive children. Their next most frequently used

strategies were psychological testing (20%) and providing support and

understanding (17%). (Although not frequently cited, requesting medical

examinations as a strategy in dealing with hyperactive children was

identified by 11 percent of both school counselors and psychologists).

For students with drug problems, counselors most often reported that

they had referred such students to an agency (44%), had a parent con-

ference (20%), or recommended an educational seminar on drugs (18%).

There were no frequent responses to this problem by psychologists. The

highest number to agree on any one-strategy was two.

When working with students who fight, the strategy most frequently

used by both groups of school practitioners was individual counseling

which was cited by 34 percent of the psychologists and 53 percent of

the counselors. The next most frequently cited strategies of psychologists

were conferring with staff/administration (2110,finding the cause,

or conferring with Parents (22% each). For counselors, the next most

frequently cited strategies were finding the cause (24%), conferring

with parents (23%), and group counseling (22%).
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In working with students they believe to have been inappropriately

labeled, counselors most frequently used psychological testing (42%),

conferences with teacher, staff, and student (30%), counseling (24%), and

working toward correct placement (22%). Psychologists stated that they

employed psychological testing (53%), working toward correct placement

(41%) and conferences w4th teacher, staff, and student (21%).

Table

STRATEGIES FOR WORKING WITH SPECIFIC

CHILD PROBLEMS

Stree ;es most Often Cited'

Problem Counselors

N and

$ Citing Psychologists
N and

% Citing

Hyper-
activity

Individual Counseling

Redirect behavior

Confer with parents

Provide support and
understanding

(N = 143)

24

21

21

21

(N * 1S6)

44

29

18

Redirect behavior

Psychological testing

Provide support and
understanding

Other (then strategies
listed)

See footnote 2.

(N 36)

23

20

17

17

(N 7 14)

Drug

use
Refer to agencies

Parent conferences

Drug seminar education

Combative
s'udents

Individual counseling

Find cause

Confer with parent

Group counseling

(N m 149)

33

24

23

22

Individual counseling

Confer with staff
administration

Find cause

Confer with parent

Behavior modifi-
cation

(N 34)

34

28

22

22

19
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Table 9 (continued)

Problem Counselors
N and

$ Citing Psychologists N and
% Citing

(N = 149) (N a 34)

Inappro-
priately

Psychological testing 42 Psychological testing 53

Libeled

Students
Conferences with
teacher, staff, and
student 30 Work toward correct

placement 41

Counseling 24 Conferences with
teacher, staff and

student 21

Work toward correct Counseling 15

placement 22
Bulld self-concept 15

1
Multiple responses were made.

2Response rates for the various strategies were too low to val.dly report. The highest

number using any one strategy was 2.

Since poor self-concept has been tisought to be a problem of Black

students, these practitioners were asked how they identified a Black

student with a poor self-concept. As Table 10 shows, psychologists

indicated that general behavior and negative responses toward self

(both stated by 48% of the psychologists) folloWed by a negative re-

sponse toward others (31%) were the most frequent indicants of poor

self-concept in Black students. Counselors identified a negative re-

sponse toward self (52%); general behavior and negative response toward

others (both stated by 45 percent of the counselors); and the quality

of educational performance (21%) as indicators of poor self-concept in

Black students. In providing assistance to Black students with a pcor
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self-concept, most counselors (45%) used personality support followed by

the provision of positive experiences (33%) and individual counseling

(28%). Likewise, school psychologises most often reported that they

provided personality support (48%), positive experiences (48%), and

individual counseling techniques (34%) when they worked with such students

(See Table 11).

DEPOEIVE0 INDICANTS OF POOR SELF CONCE=7 IN BLACK STUDEN7S

Indicart"
Psyc*$ologiSts
(N29)

Counselors
(Nw*65)

N 1.
N %

Seneeal 5enavior 14 48 74 45

Ne;v:ve resoonSe toward
self 14 48 e! .LIt's

Ne:ViVe tesoorSe Toward
otners 9 31 74 45

Quality of educational
performance 6 21 54 33

Quality of personal sooear-
and,

mention of racial idenTifi-
cation

3

-

10

-

21

1.

13

2

0--,er 3 IC It 10

missin; calls

" r,Itiple res:onses given.
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Table II

TECHNIQUES USED IN MDRKING WITH BLACK
STUDENTS WITH POOR SELF CONCEPTS

Ti mni.uaS *
Pricholog'sts
(N29 )

Counselors
(N1751

N N

PerSonality support 14 48 79 45

Provision of positive

Mariano's 14 48 57 33

individual counseling 10 34 49 28

Sell - awareness orientation 2 7 28 16

use of positive models 4 11 23 13

Life-Soece exploration 6 17 20 17

3roup counseling 1 3 17 16

Peer Counseling - - 14 8

Benavior modification 4 14 13 7

Ennic idartification
crovide academic reinforce-
ment

3

-

10

-

11

7

6

4

Refer to pupil personnel
worker 2 7 4 2

Therapeutic tutoring 2 7 4 2

Study skill eSsistance - - 3 2

:.use of community resources 1 3 2

Cher 12 4' 3C 17

Multiple responses given.

The approach which school counselors (35%) and psychologists (47%)

most frequently took in handling the problem of misuse of student records

was advising staff and teachers of the confidentiality of the records.

Twenty-one percent of the counselors indicated to clients that records

were locked. For both groups of school practitioners, the approach of

indicating that the records would be handled by authorities was taken

equally often (16%, See Table 12).

1 ii:1.4ii 1 4.:i. ' -,i
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Table 12

AP0ROACHES USED TO PREVENT MISUSE OF STJOENT RECORDS

AO;r0aCh
Psyunologists

(N19)
Counselors
(N'96)

N I I
Advise staff/teachers of

confidentiality 9 47 35 35

Records are locked 1 5 21 21

Records handled by authorities 3 16 16 16

Remove CDnfidOntial informa-
tion 2 11 10 10

Parentel pormRsion needed - - 11 11

Limit access t, personnel - - 7 7

Complete file not issued 1 5 5 5

Signature repuired upon
release - - 5

v
-

Student Permission needed - - 4 4

Quote laws - 5 5 3

Remcvs old material - - 7 2

Otner 4 21 1. 18

Missing data

Slightly less than half of the counselors (49%) and half of the

school psychologists (50%) stated that there are unique trategies used

in working with Black students. Table 13 shows what these unique

strategies are. Of the 87 counselors, 38 percent stated that person-

ality support was the strategy they considered most valuable in working

with Black students followed by life-space exploration (27%) and ethnic

identification (21%). The highest percentage of the school psycho-

logists, (42%), on the other hand, reported that life-space exploration

was the strategy they considered of unique value for this student

population. Thirty-two percent stated that ethnic identification and

26 percent reported that personality support were strategies of unique

value when working with Black students. (Explanations of these concepts

6?
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are available in Gary, West & Kumi's 1976 Study on Black social workers).

Table 13

STRATEGIES PERCEIVED AS HAVING UNIQUE VALUE
IN WORKING WITH BLACK STUDENTS

StPlr'*:V 4
Psychologisfs

(40,19)
Counselors
*Nur)

N N I

Life-sPace exploration 8 42 24 27
Personality support 3 26 33 38
Er'inic identification 6 32 18 21

Counseling - - 11 13

Self awareness orieneion 1 5 10 1'

Benavior modification - - 6 7

Provision of positive
experiences 2 11 3 3

Therapeutic tutoring - - 3 3

Other 4 21 17 20

missing data

411 i:uitiple responses given.

C. Objective 3

'Objective 3 was to identify and assess the relative significance of

the theoretical frame cf reference'used by these professionals. Measures

of client orientation and Black value orientation were obtained and

factor analyzed. This resulted in two client orientation factors and

two Black value orientation factors.

In this study, client orientation refers to the theoretical frame

of reference employed by counselors and psychologists in working with

students. The two client orientation factors were labeled "psychodynamic

mindedness" and "social-environment mirdedness". Gary, West & Kumi
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(1976) in their assessment of client orientation in social workers used

items identical or c:mparable Lo the ones used in this study, and they

found, as here, two factors of client orientation. They labeled them

"psychodynamic mindedness" and "social-environment mindedness". Social

environment mindedness was us;; , describe an orientation toward the

client thet focused on social systems and conditions of the environment

as pivotal in the etiology o! the existing problem. Contrastingly,

psychodynamic orientation assume,* that the individual's own personal

attitudes anei behaviors are most critical in understanding the cause of

the problem. The labels and meaning were retained to describe the

factors found in this study.

There ware six major loadings observed for psychodynamic mindedness.

Table 14 shows that the highest loading was for the statement "t'e large

social problems of today can best be understood when they are analyzed

in terms a individual behavior dynamics" (,t53). The other five state-

ments ranged from a loading of .42 to .58. The percr-t of variance

accounted for by this factor wa.; 85.7 percent. There were also six

major items loading under social environment mincedness. The three

high loadings for this factor were: "school counselors/psychologists

should be more concerned with the impact of the environment on clients

and less concerned with personality dynamics" (.62), "environment

is a stronger determinant of intelligence than heredity" (.61), and

"some workers should spend more time helping communities to accept the

mentally ill rather than working with patients to adjust" (.57). The

percent of variance accounted for by this factor was 14.3 percent.
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Factors % of

Varianc

TABLE 14

FACTORS OF CLIENT ORIENTATION

I. Psychodynamic

Mindedness

Task Description

Rotated
Factor
Loading

Scale
Mean

85.7 The large social problems of today
can best be understood when they
are analyzed in terms of individual
behavior dynamics.

Effective help to any client depends
on an understanding of unconscious
motivations.

School psychologist/counselor can
change society only through the
medium of the feelings of the
individuals and groups who are the
clients.

The highest goal of schooi
psychology/counseling is to free
the client from inner conflict.

The reason that delinguenzy and
family breakdown are getting
worse Is that the known treatment
methods have never really been
given a chance to, a large scale.

In times to come, as technology
advances, the tendercy to be
employed may run in the genes of
a family as certainly as bad
teeth do now.

,

'0

. 83
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Table 14 (continued)

FACTORS OF CLIENT ORIENTATION

Factors % of
Vari-

ance

II. Social-En...iron-

ment Mindedness 14.3

Task Description

School counselors/psychologist
should be more concerned with the
impact of the environment on
clients and less concerned with
personality dynamics.

Environment is a stronger deter-
minant of intelligence than
heredity.

Some workers should spend more
time helping communities to
accept the mentally ill rather
tnan working with patients to

adjust.

Case-by-case treatment can never
make in-roads on society's basic
problems..

In combatig juvenile delinquency,
school counselors /psychologists
should work more with the neigh-

borhood and schools than with the
delinquent and his parents.

The opportunity structure in
which people find themselves is
the central condition deter-
mining their behavior.

Rotated
Factor

Loading

Scale
Mean

.62 2.807

.61 3.429

.57 3.169

.55 2.660

.53 2.164

.50 3.436
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Black identity and pragmatic endorsement were the names given to the

two factors of the Black Value Orientation Scale (See Table 15). Fourteen

items loaded under Black identity. Items loading high on Black identity

reflected a positive acceptance and push for Black experiences. The

four highest loadings were observed for the following items; "It is some-

times necessary to confront school personnel on behalf of Black children"

(.83); "the attempt to make school boards recognize the birthday of

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is a good step" (.82); "Black music and

drama should be used more in the public schools" (.8u); and "as much

emphasis should be attached to teaching 'Lift Every Voice and Sing' PS

'The Star Spangled Banner' (.75). The percent of var'..nce reported for

this factor was 40.8 percent.

The label, pragmatic endorsement, was used to describe items that

suggested a practical approach to attitudes and behavior with a lesser

concern for ethnicity. There were eight items loading under the factor,

pragmatic endorsement. The three highest loading items were: "In public

schools there is too much emphasis on Blackness and not enough on

basics" (.66); "I'd rather be thought of as a school counselo.psycho-

logist first and a Black person second" (.62); and "Black children

should be taught that they are Americans first and Black second" (.56).

The percent of variance reported for this factor was 19,5 percent.
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TABLE 15

FACTORS OF BLACK VALUE ORIENTATION

Factors % Variance

Task Description

I. Black Identity 40.8 It Is sometimes necessary to con-
front school personnel on behalf of

Black children.

The attempt to make school boards
recognize the birthday or death
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

is a good step.

Black music and drama should be
used more in the public schools.

As much emphasis should be
attached to teaching "Lift
Every Voice and Sing" as "The
Star Spangled Banner."

Among the professional
associations, there should be a

Black caucus.

Black rel.jious holidays such as
kwanzaa should be recognized in
the school just as Christmas

and Hanrwkah are.

Help Black children remember
thaT they are Black.

Stress on cultural symbols such

as the dashiki and afro has

value for Black children.

While at home -nd abroad we
should always defend all that

Black stands for.

Because I am a Black school

counselor/psychologist, I

should be an advocate for
Black children.

Rotated
Factor

Loading

Scale
Mean

.83 3.793

.82 3.808

.80 3.714

.75 3.237

.72 3.563

.57 3.094

.67 2.604

.54 3.024

.53 2.660

.46 3.493
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Table 15(continued)

Factors

I. Black Identity
(Cont'd)

Variance Rotated

Task Description Factor

Loading

40.8 In working with Black children, it .45

is a good idea to refer to national

Bla,..k heroes rather than white heroe .

Prescribed drugs are used in schools
indiscriminantly against Black
children.

The control of Black schools in
Black communities should be left
in the hand of Black people.

There is too much fuss about people
"getting ahead" and leaving the
race.

.42

.41

.35

Scale
Mean

3.177

3.329

2.957

2.748

II. Pragmatic
Endorsement

19.5 In public schools there is too much
emphasis or ackness and not enough
on basics.

I'd rather be thought of as a school
counseloripsy,:hologist first and a
Black person second.

Black children should be taught that
they are Americans first and Black
second.

For Black people in this country, the
the present social, economic and
political situation is better than
it was before 1960.

The playing of "The Star Spangled
Banner" does not inspire me.

.66

.62

.56

.41

.40

2.609

3.119

2.761

3.010

2.857
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Table 15(Continued)

F!':tors
.

% Variance
19.5 Task Description

Rotated

Factor
Loading

Scale
Mean

II. Pragmatic Black students generally do
Endorsement
(cont'd)

poorly on standardized tests
because the tests are
culturally biased.

.38 3.957

What is usually refe;red to as
Black language is just regular .38 2.718

English being messed up.

Poor Black children and poor
white children experience the
same oppression from the system.

.38 2.587
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There were significant differences between counselors and psychologists

on the two factors of client orientation and tne two factors of Black

value orientation. Counselors were higher on psychodynamic mindedness

than psychologists were (t = 2.43, p <.01) on the client orientation

scale, while psychologists were higher on social environment mindedness

(t = -2.08, p <.01). In terms of Black value orientation, psychologists

were higher on Black identity than were counselors (t = -1, p < .05)

while counselors were higher on pragmatic endorsement (t = 3.26, p <.05)

(See Table 16).

TABLE 16

t-TESTS OF DIFFERENCES SETWEEN PSYCHOLOGISTS AND COUNSELORS
ON THE FACTORS OF CLIENT AND BLACK VALUE ORIENTATION

FACTORS

Client Orientation

COUNSELORS PSYCHOLOGISTS t-VALUE

mean Score Mean Score

Rsychodynamic mindedness
So:ial environment mindedness

Black Value Orientation

Black Identity
Pragmatic Endorsement

3.30 3.08 2.43
3.02 3.23 -2.08

3.54 3.71 -I 95
2.97 2.59 3.26

`pm 0.01
"ps C.05

D. Objective 4

Objective 4 was to determine how these professionals view their roles

and functions. Data were collected which focused on their perceptions

of the work setting, organizational constraints and settings, and problems
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that interfered with their task performance. Under the rubric "organi-

zational constraints" were variables dealing with the work settings of

the sample. These variables are concerned with whether school counselors

and psychologists believed that they had adequate physical space with which

to serve thete students and whether they believed themselves capable

of handling their caseloads unassisted. One hundred seventy-one (171)

or 97 percent of the counselors and 34 (or 94%) of the 36 psychologists

reported that the nad an office. Six counselors and 2 psychologists

reported that the:, did not. Only 35, 21 percent, of the counselors

shared their office while 15, 44 percent, of the psychologists did so.

Data on whether the office was shared are missing on 10 of the counselors

and 2 of the psychologists who indicated that they had an office.

Seventy-one (71) percent of the counselors and 76 percent of the psycho-

logists stated that they were able to handle their workload.

The selection of variables associated with organizational set ing

was designed to examine the degree to which practitioners knew what was

expected of them on the job, to identify problems which they believed

interfered with the performance of their duties, and to determine whether

changes in the policy or activities relating to their jobs had occurred,

and if so, if they had been changes for the better and what those changes

had been. In addition, these variables identified those changes which

school counselors tn.i psychologists felt would improve the delivery of

their services. Half of the school psychologists (50%) and slightly less

than half of the counselors (47%) indicated that they knew their job

expectations "fairly well" from the start. Six (6) percent of Vie

school psychologists and 7 percent of the counselors selected the response

"not at all well" for this questionnaire item.
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When asked what work interference problems were most serious, psycho-

logists cited the following in descending rank order; lack of resources,

heavy caseload, lack of parental concern, lack of time, and misunder-

standing of role b) staff/administration. Counselors cited, respectively,

clerical work, interruptions and meetings, a lack of resources, and

performing disciplinary functions (See Table 17).

TABLE 17

MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS INTERFERING WITH WORK

Psychologists Counselors
(N=36) (N=177)

Renk Problem Rank Problem

Lack of resources Clerical work

2 Heavy caseload 2 Interruptions and meeting

3 Lack of parental concern 3 Lack of resources

4 Lack of time 4 Performing disciplinary
functions

5 Misunderstanding cl role
by staff administration

Eighty (80) percent of the psychologists indicated that important

changes had been made on the job and 61 percent of them indicated that

the changes were for the better. Sixty -tour (64) percent of the

counselors stated that impc,rtvIt changes had been made and 60 percent

a them believed the changes were for the better. For school psycholo-

gists, the most frequently reported changes were changes in personnel

(17%), a decrease in psychological testing (14%), and grade/school

assignment change (10%). The major job changes experienced by the

counselors were change in personnel (16%),increase in caseload (83%),
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grade/school assignment change (87%) and better work relations with staff

admit stration (87%). On this open-ended o...lestion, counselors identified

over twice the number of job changes than did psychologists (13 for

counselors and 8 for psychologists).

When asked to indicate changes they believed would improve their

job performance, the most frequently cited recommended changes for

counselors were a reduction in clerical work (24%), a reduction in case

load (23%), and additional personnel (21%). For psychologists, additional

personnel was most frequently cited (27%) followed by improved avail-

ability of resources (12%), a reduction in caseload (12%), more in-

service training (12%) and reorganization of the pupil-personnel system

(9%) (see Table 18).

Table 16

MOST FRENENTLT CITEC
CHANCES NEEDED TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Counselors
(NIf7/1°

N % Psychologists
(1,433)'

N %

Reduction in clerical Additional personnel 9 27
work 40 24

Reduction in or- loa 38 23 Improved availability
of resources 7 21

Additional personnel 35 21 Reduction In caseload 4 12

More time spent in More In-service train-
counseling 29 17 ing 4 12

Better understanding
of role by staff

Reorganization of
pupil-personnel

administration 21 14 system 3 9

Improved availability
of resources 13 14

*multiple responses were given.
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E. Objective 5

Objective 5--to examine the fnfluence of organizational, demographic

and attitudinal variables on the techniques and tasks utilized by these

workers -- attempted to discover which factors were associated with the

performance of the tasks and techniques performed by practitioners. The

data necessary for this type of analysis were collected for the other

four objectives and have been presented. These data were correlated

with 25 sample characteristics. They were age, sex, graduate major,

whether had an office, whether shared a office, whether experienced

problems in sharing an office, how well respondent knew what was expected

on the job, whether there had been occurrences of important changes in

policy, whether job changes had been for the better, the extent the

respondent was abl.: to define job responsibility, the extent the re-

spondent was able to make changes on the job, the extent the respondents

believed their superiors understood their problems on the job, psycho-

dynamic mindedness, social environment mindedness, Black identity,

pragmatic endorsement, and the perception of how well the attendance

officer, studerts, social worker, nurse, parent, principal, assistant

principal, te3cher and other counselor or psychologist knows what the

job of the resPondent entails. The statistical anaiyses used included

Pearson product-mment correlations, point-biserial correlations, and

chi-square tests. The. more liberal alpha level (p .10) was chosen

to reflect significant differences. The choice was consistent with

the exploratory nature of this study. Reported below are relationships

examined and significant associations found.
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1. Measures of association were computed between the 5 top anked

techniques judged most effective by the school counselors and the psycho-

logists and the 25 selected sample variables. Forty-two (42) of the

260 association measures were found to be significant at the .10 level

which is more than could be expected by chance. Those 42 significant

correlations are presented in Table 19. Of the 42, 13 were significant

for counselors and 29 for psychologists. Described below are those

findings for each of the most effective techniques.

bible 19

VARialtil; or1ATrn 10

riCHNIOUF i POLEED MOST crricTivi

Variables

Was we of
Assotiolioo

Significance

level

Ultection/Inlerpreta-
tion of Relationshi

Behavior Modification
X2' 6.53 .01 No/not indicated effectivewere changes for bettor

LUIPfl, able lo woke changes fok 2 .12 .06 High/not Indicaled effective

Psyclvwlynnoic -mindedness 0,* -.16 .07 High/effective

flack identity reonfercewynt r4' .17 .01 High/no1 Indicated effective

fkm well principal knows joh

indliidual Counseling

.11

2

.01 High/not indicated effeclive

Hove en offi(e X ' 3.76
2

.07 Yes/effective

Were changes for better X ' 3.02 .011 Yes /effective

Black idenlily reinforcement ex.*. -.10 .10 High/effective

Group Counseling
Black identity reinforcement rte,' -.10 .10 High/effective

How well assistant principal knows Job I. -15 .02 ;gh/no1 Indicated effective

Peer Counseling
How well attendance officer kaows job y. -,,? MO/effective

How well assistant principal kr,ws jn6 re,. -.le 00 HIM/effective

Role Playing

le.. -.19
.01 HIO/efforlive

flow well student kitb-: job

it4
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Table 19 Continued

PSYCHOLOGISTS

Variables

Group GounseIinp
Problems witn sharirg office
Extent able to meke changes
H ow well parent knows Job

flow well principal knows job

H ow well teacher knows Job

Behavior Hxdifleatlon
ue
ent able to make changes

Professional Identity
How well student knows job

lbw well social wof.er knows

_How well nurse knows Job
How well principal know; fop

Individual Counseling

Were changes for the better
Went able fa make change%
lOw well student knows job
How well social worker knows
How well nurse knows job

Ito. well assistant principal

kowt, loh

Job

Job

iden! superiors understand problems

PsychodynamIc-mirdedriess
Social envIronment-eleeedfiess
Hr.. well student hnnws Job
Igor well parent knws Job

How well counselm %sychologIst
knows Job

flow well leacher knows job

Interdisciplimar, Team Aporrach

Graduale major

PsychodynamIc-mindedness
How well social worker knows Job
flow well assistant principal

knnws Job

Measure of
A I tI

Fisher's exert test

11- " 3?

'P. .23

ge. .22

0 .23

rip.* .50

qr.. .33

-.2y
ro.. .28

.28

ro.. .39
.22

X2 6.57
Ob. -.23
v.. -.20
rte -.25
roc. -.27

rr,. -.21

.45
re.. .33
r).. -.35
rjs, .29

/Ora
.14

rye. .24

r/4'
.24

X
2

9.24

r/i''

,24

re .48

50. .13

Significance
Level

.003

.03

.02

.05

.004

.oe

.08

.10

.08

.002

.09

Olrection/Interprets-
tion of Relationshi

.09 Yes/effective

.03 Yes/effeCtivo

.09 High/effective

.10 High/not indicated effective

.09 High/not Indicated effective

.001 Youqger/effective

.03 Hign/not indicated effective

.01 High/effective

.05 High/not indicated effective

.05 fligh/not Indicated effective

.01 High/not indicated effective

.10 Ifigh/nui indicated effective

.04

.09

.05

.06

Yes/effective
High/effective

High/effective
High/effective
High/effective

High/el feclivn

High /not Indicated effective
High/not indlcalld effective

High/effective
High/not indicated effective
HIgh/noi Indicated effective

High /not indicated effective
lligh/noi Indicated effective

Psych. major/not Indicated
effective

High/not Indicated effective

High /not indicated e.fective

High /not indicated effacilve
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Behavior Modification (Ranked in the top 5 techn-,..s Pay Poch groups).

Counselors who reported a considerable ability tc ae . ges in their

jobs tended not to list behavior modification among the most effective

helping technique: (rpbi = .12, p <.06), Counselors who indicated that

chP.Iges In their work setting were not for the better were also less likely

than were others co report this technique as being most effective (x2 = 6.53

p <.01). Those counselors found to rate high on psychi.''71amic min'edness

tended to list behavior mulfication among the most effectim techniques

available to them (rpbi = -.16, p <.02). The reverse, i,owever, was

observed to be true for those counselors placing a high value on Black

identity reinforcement (rpbi = .17, p <.01). Behavior modification was

not indicated to tif effective by counselors who stated that their

pri.cipal knew their job well (rpbi = .17, p <.0i).

For the school psychologists, age was found to bt

associated with the use of behavior modification as a helping technique.

The younger school psychologists were more likely than were others to

state that this teciinique was effective (rpbi = .50, p <.(111) Behavior

modification was not indicated to be effect for psychologists who

were able to make changes :rpbi = .33, p <.03) and who believed that the

student (rpbi = .28, p <.05), social worker (rpbi = .28, p <.05), nurse

(r 39, p <.01), and principal (r = -.22, p <.10) understood their

job well. Psychologists who ratIci hir,:h on pragmatic endorsement indi-

cated behavior modification to to effective (rpbi 1- .29, p <.04).

Individual Counseling (Ranked in the to' 5 techniques by both

groups). The counselors who listed indir lual counseling among the

techniques they found most effective tended to have an office (x2 = 3.26,
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p <.07), to have dAperienced job changes that were for the better (x2 =

3.26, p <.07) and to place a high value on the recognition of Black

identity (Iv -.10, p <.10). The school psychologists who reported

this techniqw.! to be the most effective perceived that job changes they

had experienced were for the better (X2 a 6.57, p <.04), that they were

able to make changes in their jobs (rpbi = -.23, p <.09), and indicated

that students (rpbi = -.28, p <.05), social workers (rpbi = -.25, p <.07),

nurses (rpbi = -.27, p <.06) and assistant principal (rpbi = -.21, p <.10)

knew wha. their job entailed.

Group Counseling (Ranked in the top 5 techniques by both groups).

Counselors who were high in Black identity reinforcement indicated group

counseling :o effective (rpbi . -.10, p <.10). Those whd indicated

thct their assistant principal knew their jobs well did not indicate

gt, iv nseling as being effective (rpbi = 15, p <.02).

Psychologists who were high in social en ironment-mindedness reported

group counseling to be an effective helping technique (rpbi, p <.02),

while psychodynamically minded psychologists did not make this judgement

(rpbi = .33, p <.03).

Group counseling was indicated not to be effect ve by psychologists

who stated that superiors understood their problr;ia (rpbi .45, p <.003),

and by those who stated that students (rpbi a .29, p <.05), parents

(rpbi . .24, p <.08), and teachers (rpbi = .24, p <.08) knew their job

well.

Modeling (Ranked in the top 5 techniques by psychologists only).

The school psyche sts who found sharinj en office problematic but rit

able to make job cnanges tended to report modeling as a most effective

technique (respectively, Fisher's exact text, p a .09, rpm . -.32,
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p <.03). The school psychologists who perceived that principals and

teachers knew what their job entailed were less likely than were others

to list modeling among the most effective techniques (rpbi a .22, p -.10

and rpbi = .23, p <.09, respectively). If parents were perceived to

know the job of the school psychologists, modeling was indicated to be

effective (rpbi = 23, p <.09).

Interdisciplinary Team Approach (Ranked in the top 5 techniques by

school psychologis only). The school psychologists who listed psycho-

logy as their graduate major were ..ss likely than wire others to

inficate the USE of an interdisciplinary team approach as one of the

most effective strategies at their disposal (x2 = 9.24, p <.10). Those

who scored high on psychodynamic-mindP.dness did not report the use of

interdisciplinary tt.ms as an effective technique (rpbi a .24, p <.08).

The school psychologists who stated that the social workers and assistant

principalsknew their job well were less likely than were others to rank

this technique as most effective (rpbi a .48, p <.002, and rpbi = .13,

p <.09, respectively).

Peer Counseling (Ranked in the top 5 techniques by counselors only).

Counselors who reported that the attendance office- and assistant

principal knew well what their job entailed were more likely than were

others to report peer counseling as being one of the most effective

helping techc:ques (rpbi = -.12, p c.07, and rpbi a -.11, p <.08

respectiv.";).

Role Playing (Ranked in the top 5 technNues counselors only).

The counselors who selected thijielaniqgg(d'id iOlarceive students

as knowing the counselor's job well (rpbi = -.19, p.<.01).
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2. The 5 top ranked techniques that counselors and school psydrlo-

gists reported they used most frequen1.1- -2re correlated with the same

25 selected sample characteristics, Of the combined 260 corr_lations

calculated, 32 were significant at the .10 level--16 each r counselors

and psychologists. This represents 6 more than could be expected by chance.

Table 20 presents the significant associations found. They are described

below for each of the most frequently used techniques.

Table 20

VARIABLES ItATED TO UCNIQUES USED

POST FaENE%71.1,

COUNSELOS

Var.tables

Behavior Mod'fication

Fklool Able to make rhanqe:
ecychndynaelc -mindedness
line well social worker knows job

1km well Assistant principal knows Job

Individual

ilAVO An office

i.r(wipCounsollnq
Aqn

rxtent nb:0 fo def. reseonsibilifl,
lkm well social worker knows job
ikm well nurse knows job
Bow wall petonf knows job

Peer poielsollu
lkw well know what was expected
11,m well nssistanf principal knows job

note playing
Ace

Bow well knew what wax expected
rsyrhodynamic-eloo .ess

Bow well student knows job

m,,,,urf, of 5ionIficance
Asso,leflon Level

nv... .17 .01

re.. -.15 .03
il .19 .01

rolo. -.11 .07

X
7

-.13 .05

914. -.13 .05

rie.' -.10 .09
r4.. .15 .02
roe.. .10 .10
refl. -.12 .06

re.. .13 .04

r;. -.16 .02

q0.. -.12 .06

re.0 .21 .00%
roe. .11 .07

-.10 .n9

Direction/Interpretation
of Relationship

High/not Indicated frequently
Miqh/frequentif
1110b/no, Indicated frequently
MO/frequently

Yes/frequent Iy

Older /frequently
B igh/froquently
MicaS/nof Indlceted frequently

H igh/not Indicated frequently
High/frequently

Ifigh/nof indicated frequently
Mion/lrequently

Older/frequently
11!qh/lof Indicated frequw 'iv

HIglanof indlceted frequently
Hiqh/freluenfly
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TABU. 2Clcontinuedl

MVOS-400575

Variables

Measure of
AssociailOn

I Sign:.11ronoe
Level

Direction/Interpretation
of Reletionshl

Consultation with Caretakers
Ilnw well student knows Joh -.22 .10 High/frequently

Behavior kliod.licatIon
Age roe.* .75 .07 Younger/frequently

Ilow well student knows Job re,* .23 .10 High /not Indicated frequently

Individual Counsel;'g
Age rff.. *-.40 .01 Older/frequently

ficlent able to Celina responsibility *-,27 .10 High/frequently

Extent able to mike change.% rob, *-.46 .001 High/frequently

flow well principal knows Joh ie.' .25 .07 High/not indicated frequently

Group_CounselIng
Aug. r *-.74 .00 Older/frequently

Important changes in policies
Mere rhaugec for better

3.50
7

.6 00

.06

.03

Yes/frequently
Ye;/frequently

Wel well knew what was expected .10 High/frequently

rxioni sup...Horn istAPrsimnd PrOblta4 re, .1A .01 high /not Indicated frequently

r'Vrhodynatalc-elndednocc rte.* .7A .07 HIgh/noi Indicated frequently

Ikw well parent know% job . 30 .04 HIgh/not Indicated frequently

InterdiscAplInary team Approach 2

Mere cropriPc for hp.ipr X .6.00 .05 Undociden/frequently

oriel onvirnneert-mindeine.s r04.-.37 .03 High/frequently

-------

Behavior Modification (Ranked in the top 5 by both groups). The

counselors who felt able to make changes in their jobs tended not to

employ behavior modification techniques frequently (rpbi = .17, p <.01).

The same was true of counselors who perceived the social worker as

knowing their job well (rpbi = .19, p <.01). However, those counselors

)4ho believed that the assistant principal knew their job well tended

to use behavior modification techniques frequently (rpbi = -.11, p <.07).

Counselors who rated high in psychodynamic mindedness used this tech-

. nique frequently (rpbi = -.15, p <.03). Younger school psychologists

reported more frequent use of behavior modification than did their

older counterparts (rpbi = .25, p <.07). School psychologists who
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stated that students knew their job well did not use this technique

frequently (rpbi = .23, p <.1n),

Individual Counseling (Ranked in the top 5 by both groups). Counselors

who reported that they did individual counseling frequently were more

likely to have an office (x2 a -.13, p <,05). School psychologists who

frequently used this technique tended to be older (rpbi . -.40, p <.01),

were able to define their own area of job responsibility (rpm a -.22,

p <.01), end.were able to make changes in their jobs irpbi = -.46,

p <.003). Those school psychologists who did not frequently do individual

counseling indicated that they preceived the principl as knowledgeable

about their job functions (rpbi = .25, p <.07).

Group Counseling (Ranked in the top 5 by both groups). Counselors

who frequently did group tounseling were older (rpbi = -13, p <.0u),

tended to be in posit ions where they could define their own area of job

responsibility (rpbi = -.10, p c.09) and perceived parents as knowing

what a counselor's job er.t..tils trpbi = -.12, p <.06). Group counseling

was not indicate., by counselors as being used frequently if the social

worker and nurse were perceived as knowing the counselor s job well

(rpbi a .15, p <.02, and rpbi 32 .10, p <..k0, respectively). School

psychologists who frequently employed group counseling were older

(rpm = -.24. p <.08), felt tilere nad been important changes in policies

which were for the better (x2 a 6.90, p <.03) and knew well what was

expected of them I.) the job (rpbi a -.23, p .10). They did not

indicate frequent use of group counseling when they perceived that

superiors understood their problems (rpbi a .38, p <,01), if they were

high in psychodynamic mindedvss (rpbi a .26, p <.07), and if they

perceived that parents knew their jobs well (rpbi a .30, p <.04).
3.184MAVA Yr103 1?38
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Tnterdisciplinary Team Approach (Ranked in the top 5 by psycholo-

gists only). The school psychologists who reported 7requent use of

interdisciplinary teams were undecided on whether job ch3nges they had

experienced were for the better (x2 x t, 09, p <.05) and they rated high

in social environment mindedness (rpbi = - .32, p <.03).

Consultation witil Caretakers (Ranked in the top 5 by psychologists

only). Psychologists who perceived that students knew their job well

indicated a frequent use of consultation with caretakers (rpbi = .22,

p <.10).

Peer Counseling (Ranked in the top E by counselors only). The

counselors who knew well what was expected of them tended not to use

this technique frequently (rpbi = .13, p <.04). Frequent users of peer

counseling were likely to perceive that the assistant principal knew

what the counselor's job entailed (rpbi = -.16, p <.02).

Role Playing (Ranked in the top 5 by counselors only). The older

counselors and those who perceived the students as knowing what their

job entailed tended tr use this technique frequently (rpbi = -.12,

p <.06 and rpbi = -.10, p <.09, respectively). Counselors who knew well

what was expected of them and rated high in p:ychodynamic mindednes Pere

likely not to use role playing (rpbi .21, p <.033 and rpbi = .11,

p <.07, respectively).

3. Correlations were computed between the indication of the belief that

there were unique strategies for working with Black students and sample

characteristics and between the 3 too rinked strategies fur working vith

ik; IRO
Black students and identified sample characteristics. The number of

89
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significant assoC.ations observed were 30 (of 300 meas.,Te) -- not above

chance. The direction and the interpretatiDn of the significant relation-

ships are presented in Table 21.

lahlo- 21

VARIAR1FS KEMP lo lit INDICATION Or UNIQUE
STRATI:Gil; EOR WORKING WITH MACK STHOENTc

r.0
oinaturo nt

Associcilon
Signl!irance

Level

Um:que Siralegies Inuicated

-.11mqn

Pragmatic Enoorsement P -.26 .06

PrmIncsiolal Identify
lirw wol1 knows what Joh

C

C

9, .

're.'

-.IS

-.22

.05

.001
enrills

attendance off!cpr

sociro worker P g.... .24 .OH

nurse C rte_ -. I i .0e

coonselor/pcychologIst C rib.* -.26 .001
nssisinnt principal P re.. .24 .08

Persnnallfy Se port Indicated

A ;e P rt. . -.34 .oe
Aun C ry... -.16 .07

How well knew what was exported rc.. -3g .10

fxtent ablo to make enemies P CO.' -.31 .10
50cial-pnwIronwent-wIndedness C 91= -.11 .09
Hmw well knows what Job
entails
nursm P *6 = ....14 .'"61

principal P
10,...

-.41 .04

leacher C re. . .17 .05

ess,star principal P rm... -.11 .04

assistant principal C ro.= .74 .02

sp indicates responses by psyCholcspbt1; C. responses by counselors.
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Oirpclion/Inferprefation
I of Relationship

milder/yes
higt4w/yes

higher/yes

higher/yes
higher/no
111(4er/yes

higher /yes

h igher/no

Older/Indicated
older/Indicated
higher/indicated
higher / Indicated

higher/Indicated

h igher/Indicated
h igher / Indicated

h igher/Indicated
higher/Indicated

6100r/not Indicated



fable 21 (continued)

lite Space Exploration Indicated

Grndanie MnJnr
Problems with sharing office
Fitlrd able to sake changes
Professional identity

flow well knows whet Job

entails
student
assistnni principal

Ohnic Identification indicated

Extent able to define responsibi-

lity

Psychodyramic-mlnifedness
ifnw well knows whet Job

entails
principal

counselor/psychologist
Teacher

assistnot principal

Measure of

Group Association

p
p
C
C

p
C

C
p

p
p
p

I Significance
level

Direction interpreiailon
of Relationship

79

7
X 6.33
Fisher's exact test

rob 17

re. -.16

rot. .45

rp. -.16

-.15
rpk .32

.47

rm, .37

ripho, .43

ro*. .45

. 06

.05

.06

. 07

.04

.07

. oe

.10

.02

. 06

.03

.03

Educational psychology /Indicated

yes/not indicated
higher/not Indicated
higher /not indicate',

higher/not indicated
higher/not indicated

higher /Indicated
A:fiber:not indicated

higher/not indicated
higher /not indicated

higher/not indicated
higher/not indicated

ingtcates responses by ps,chologists;
C. responses by counselors.

Unique Strategies Indicated. Older counselors and those high in

pragmatic endorsement were more likely than were others to state that

there were unique strategies for working with Black studerts (rpbi = -.11.

p <.08 and rpbi = -.13, p <.05, respectively). Counselors who indicated

that there were unique strategies were likely to report that the attendance

officer, nurse. and courselor or school psychologist knew what their job

entailed (rpbi = -.22, p <.003; rpbi = -.11, p <.08; and rpbi = -.26,

p<.001, respectively). School psychologists who rated high in pragmatic

endorsenent indicated there were unique strategies (rpbi = -.26, p <.06).
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Psychologists who perceived the social worker and assistant principal as

knowing what their job entailed did not indicate that there were unique

strategies for working with Black students (rpbi = .24, p <.08 and

rpm g .24, p <.08, respectively).

Personality Support. Counselors who were older and rated high in

social environment mindedness reported that they considered personality

support to be a unique strategy (rpbi = -.16, p c.07 and rpbi = -.14,

p <.09, resper..64',0y). This strategy was not mentioned by counselors who

perceived teachers and the assistant principal as knowing what their jobs

entailed (rpbi = .17, p <.05 and rpbi = .24, p. <.02, respectivPly).

Scnool psychologists who considered the provision of personality support

as a strategy of unique value were older (rpbi = -.34, p <.08), indicated

that they were knowledgeable of job expectations (rpbi g -.30, - <.10),

and were able to make changes in their jobs (rpbi = -.31, p <.10). School

psychologists who viewed personality support as a unique strategy tended

to believe that the nurse, principal, and assistant principal knew what

the job of school psychologists entailed (rpbi g -.44, p 4.04, rpbi =

-.41, p <.04, and rpbi = -.42, p <.04, respectively).

Life Space Exploration. Counselors who were able to make job changes

were less likely than were others to report life space exploration as a

unique strategy (rpbi = .17, p 4.06). Counselors rating high in prag-

matic endorsement and who believed that the assistant principal knew the

counselor's job well, listed life-space exploration as a unique strategy

(rpm = -.16, p (.07 for both).

School psychologists who believed students knew what their jobs en-

tailed and who experienceff141Thy4tichp!ifil an office did not indicate
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life space exploration as a unique strategy (rpbi = .43, p <.04, and

Fisher's exact test, p r <.05, respectively). School psychologists whose

graduate major was educational psychology were more likely than were others

to list life-space exploration as a unique strategy (x2 = 8.33, p <.08).

Ethnic Identification. The counselors who stated that they were

able tn define their own area of job responsibility tended to report ethnic

identification as a unique strategy (rod = -.15, p <.08). School psycho-

logists who were high in psychodynamic mindedness did not indicate that

this strategy was unique (rpbi = .32, p <.10). Ethnic identification was

not listed as a unique strategy among those school psychologists who per-

ceived the principal, assistant principal, other counselors or psycholo-

gists and teachers as knowing well what their job entailed (rpbi = <.47,

p <.02; rpbi = .45, p <.03; rpbi = .37, p <.06; and rpbi = .43, p <.03,

respectively).

4. Lastly, the seven task groupings uncovered by factor analysis of the

tasks performed by counselors and psychologists were correlated with the

sample characteristics. Of 334 correlations actually computed (the total

number of possible computations was 336 but two wer2 not able to be cal-

culated), there were 125 significant associations found (See Tables 22-28).

The relationships found a-- summarized below.

Task Factor 1 - Student Development Services (See Table 22)

Counselors who performed thi? tasks associated with student development

servict. tended to be older (r = .11. p <.07); believed there had been

important chances in policy (rpbi it -.17, p <.01); believed changes made

were for the better (x2 = 5.36, p <.07); believed they were able to make

changes in th( job (r = .18, p <.01); and believed that the attendance

tlp,VA Y901
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officer, students, social worker, nurse, parents, and teachers knew what

the counselor's job entailed (r = .14, p <.03; r = .10, p <.07; r = .20,

p <.004; r = .17, p <.02; r = .32, p <.001; and r = .29, p <.001,

respectively). Counselors who did not know well what was expected of

them did no. participate as often in student dev'lopment services as did

others (r = -.12, p .t.06). Psychologists wno performed student develop-

ment services did not have an office (rpbi = .39, p <.01), believed they

were able to make changes in the job (r = .60, p <.001), and believed

that student; and the nurse knew what the psychologist's job entailed

(r .38, p <.001, and r = .24, p <.09, respectively).

Table 22

VAll:AfTLFS ITFLAtfO f0 TOF PIRrORMANCF Or

TASK FACTOR I ISTIAWNT 11EVELOPMTNT srmilos)

Variable Group e

Measure of

Association

Significance

Level

Oirectson/interpre-
rattle' of Relationshi.

Aoe C r .11 .07 positive

Raw, office P
rel. .39

.01 no/high

We well knr, what vas expected C r -.12 .06 ngalive

InportrInt changes in policies C
roe

-.17 .01 yes/high

2
Were change; for heft* C i X 5.36 .07 no/high

Extont able to make cnanges P r .50 .011 positive

feteet ;ibis to woke changes C r .10 .01 positive

Mow well knows what Job

C r .14 .03 positive

entails

attendanc officer

students P .30 .01 positive

Students C r .10 .07 positive

social worker C r .70 ...04 positive

nurse P r .24 .09 positive
'terse C r 6 .17 .02 positive

parents C r .32 .001 positive

leachers C r .29 .001 positive

o 1......1 ..... ...km...s h. esweholealitts: C. rsoons .v
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Task Factor II - Psychological Assessment Orientation (See Table 23)

Counselors who were more likely to perform the tasks of psychological

assessment orientation were more likely to be female (rpbi = .10, p <.09);

did not have an office (rpbi = .22, p <.002); were able to define their

job responsibilities (r = .14, p <.04); were able to make changes in the

job (r = .28, p <.001); were psychodynamic minded in client orientation

(r = .15, p <.03); rated high on Black identity reintorcement (r = .13,

p <.04); and perceived that students (r = .19, p <.01),the social worker

(r = .14, p <.04),the nurse (r = .13, p <.05), parents (r = .20, p <.01),

the principal ( r = .11, p .07), teachers (r = .19, p <.01) and the

assistant principal (r = 11, p <.08) knew well what the job of the

counselor entailed. Counselors low in psychological assessment orienta-

tion were also low in pragmatic endorsement (e= - .12,

p <.05). Psychologists who rated high in psychological assessment

orientation were younger (r = -.41, p <.01), stated that there had been

important changes in policies (r = -.27, p <.06) and perceived that

students (r = .2b, p <.06) and parents (r = .26, p <.07) knew what the

psychologist's job entailed. Psychologists who did not perform the

tasks associated with psychological assessment orientation did not seem

to know what was expected of them (r = -.22, p <.10).

1,P s2HYin
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Table 23

VARIAPIE: ftriA7r0 TO Ill PrftrelliMANCE

CW TASK rerion II irstrirkonicAL
ASSESSMM ORIENTK.IONi

Variable
i'..'r-cA"

Measure of
Association

Significance
Level

Direclion/Inferpretalion
of Relationship

Ago r r -.41 .0! negative

Sex C 44.. .10 .09 female/high

lae. office C ow. .22 .007 nn /high

chard office P re.. .11 .04 no/high

mow well in.. ortgl was sypected C . - 17rio. . .07 yes /high

ii,. wolf Knew what was expected P r -.22 .10 negative

Important chalige.:. in policies C r d -.22 .002 nrative
Imporlan changes In policies P r -.27 .06 ye./high

fxioni abi- e- define responsihility C r .14 .04 positive

Extent able to w4e changes C r .2f1 .001 positive

Psychodvne-, xidness C r .15 .03 positive

Flack iden:ty ileinforceeent C r .13 .04 positive

,14,14tic Endorsement
lbw well know(s)what Job entails

C r -.12 .05 negative

P r .7A .06 positive

elude- C r .19 .01 positive

social wrker C r .14 .04 positive

norco C r .11 .05 positive

.drerts
paren:t

P
C

r .26

r .70

.07

.01

posit!,
positive

principal C r .11 .07 positive

leachers C r .19 .01 positive

a,..sisfant principal C r .11 .08 positive

P indicates responses by psychologists, C responses by counselors.

Task Factor III - Psychoeducational Services (See Table 24)

Counselors who performed tasks associated with psychoeducational

services were older (r = .12, p <.05); were more likely to have majored

in guidance or psychology (x2 = 6.?3, p <.04); were able to define their

job responsibilities (r = 14, p <.05);ware able to make changes in the

job (r = .12. p <.06); and believed that the attendance olficer (r = .19,

p <.01). students (r = .14, p <.03). teachers (r .14, p <.03) and the

assistant pri'ncipal (r*. .13. p <.05) k mm what the job of the counselor
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entailed. Counselors who were not as often engaged in the tasks associated

with psychoeducational services were undecided on whether changes experienced

in the job were for the better (x2 = 32.30, p <.01), and rated high on

Black identity reinforcement (r = -.14, p <.03).

Psychologists who performed tasks identified by psychoeducational

services were older (r = .43, p <.01),did not share an office (r = .23,

p <JO), knew well what was expected of them (r = .39 p <.01), were able

to make changes in the job (r = .57. p <.001), and believed that students

(r = .26, p <.07) and the nvrse (r =.27, p <.07) knew what their job

entailed. Psychologists who rated lower in the performance of psycho-

educational services did not perceive the teachers as knowing the psycho -

logist's job well (r = -.36, p <.02).

t., ;e 24

VAPIA61.1, I TrS FACT0i. Ill (P$YONC)-

%Inf.' Wile Crou

MenAilre of

Association
Significance

Level

Direction Interpreta-
tion of WIlationshl

Age p r .43 .01 p0s1,1ve
Aor
f,adunle mejor

C

C

r7 .1/

X 6.33
.05
.04

pncifIve
mnlor/high Guidance/PsyL.

Shire office p r .21 .10 no/high
lbw well knew what was expected
Mere rimers for the bettor

p

C r2 '39
X .32.50

.01

.01

positive
undecided/low

Extent nhle to Ohne responsibility C r .14 .03 positive
F tend able to mike changes p r .57 .001 positive
Cxtent able lo make changes C r .12 .06 positive
Mark Identity reinforcement C r -.14 .03 negative
it well knows what Job entails -0

attendance officer C r .19 .01 positive
srude,is p .?6 .07 positive
Aluclenfc C r .14 .03 positive
nurse p r .27 .07 positive
parents C r .24 .001 positive

teachers p r -.56 .02 positive
teachers C r .14 .03 positive
assistant principal C r .13 .05 Positive

p Indicates responses by psychologists; C, responses by counselors.
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Task Factor IV - Formulation anc Clarification of Guidance Program to

Staff and Community (See Table 25)

Counselorswho were involved in formulating and clarifying guidance

programs to the staff and community were older (r = ,13 p <,04); were

female (rpbi = .14, p <,04); majored in guidance at the graduatA level

(x2 = 4.97, p <.08); had experienced no problems in sharing an office

(rpbi = .18, p <.08); reported there had been important changes in policies

(rpbi = -.15, p <.03); were able to define the extent of their job re-

sponsibilities (r = .14, p <.04); were able to make changes in the jot:,

(r = .25, p <.001); believed superiors understood their problems (r = .24,

p <.001); rated high on Black identity reinforcement (r - .11, p <.05); and

perceived the social worker (r = .14, p <.04), parents (r = .15, p <.02),

the principal (r = .17, p <.02), and teachers (r = .15, p <.03) as knowing

what their job entailed. Counselors who did not perform the tasks

involved in formulating and clarifying guidance programs were undecided

on whether job changes made had been for the better (x2 = 5.43, p <.06),

and rated high on pragmatic endorsement (r = -.13, p <.04).

Psychologists who were more likely to be involved in performing the

tasks related to formulating and clarifying guidance programs were

older (r = .29, p <.05); did not share an office (rpbi = .26, p <.07);

were able to define the responsibilities of their job (r = .25, p <.07);

were able to make changes in the job (r = .53, p 4.001); and perceived

students (r = .36, p <.02), the nurse (r = .25, p <.02), and parents

(r = .24, p <.08) as knowing what the job of the psychologiet entailed.

Psychologists indicating low performance of these tasks felt changes

made in the job had Leen for the better (x2 = 6.36, p <.04); that
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supericrs understood their problems (r = -.24, p <.08); and rated high

in psychodynamic mindedness (r = -.22, p <.10).

lahle 25

VARIASUS RIOTED TO TI[ PERFORMANCE Of TASK
FACTOR IV (ronmuinTioN AND CLARIFICATION or
0.110NCE rnor,imm TO STAFF Atli) COWIN! TY)

variable

Mensure of
Association

SionIficance

Level

Direction interpreta-

tion of Relationshli

Age P r .29 .05 posItl,e

Ann C r .13 .04 posiii.*

Sox C r.... .11 .04 (wattle high

2
Graduate major C X 4.97 .00 Guidance major/nigh

Problems in sharing Office P r,,,,, .26 .07 no /high

Prohlems In sharing office C r4.= An .on no/high

imporlent changes in policies C ..,15 .03 res/high

were changes or ?ha better P X 6.36 .04 yes/low

More changes for the better C X2 5.43 .06 undecided /low

Extent able to define responsibility P r .25 .07 positive 4

Extent ',hie to define responsibility C r .11 .C1 positive +

Extent abie to mese changes r r .53 . oot positive +

Fxlent able to make changes C r .25 .001 positive +

Extent superiors understand oroblems P r . -.21 .00 negative -

Extent superiors understand problems C r .24 .0C.4 positive 4

Psychudynmair -mindedness P r -.i: .10 negative -

Slack Identity reinforcement C r . .11 .05 positive +

Pragmatic Endorsement
lbw well Know(s) what

C

P

r . -.13

r .36

.04

.02

negative -

positive +

job
entails

students

social worker C r = .14 .04 positive 4

nurse P r .25 .02 positive 4

parents P r .24 .06 positive 4

parents C r .15 .02 positive 4

principal C r .17 .02 positive 4

iti.'n.hers C r .15 i .03 positive
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Task Factor V - Support Services to Guidance Program (See Table 26)

Counselors who were more involved in providing support services to

guidance programs were older (r = .13, p <.04); majored in guidance at

the graduate level (x2 = 5.71, p <.06); did not have an office (rpbi = .13,

p <.04); knew what was expected of them (4 = .12, p <.06); and perceived

that the nurse, parents, other counselors and psychologists, teachers,

and the assistant principal knew what the job of the counselor entailed

(r = .16, ' <.02; r ,..22, p <.002; r = .18 p <.01; r = .13, p <.05; and

r = .19, p <.01, respectively). Psychologists who were involved in

providing support services to guidance programs were more likely to be

female (rpbi 2 .38, p <.01); did not have an office (rpbi a .29, p <.04);

did not have problems in sharing an office (r = .42, p <.04); were well

able to define the responsibilities of their job (r = ,26, p <.07) and

to make changes in their jobs (r = .51, p <.001); and perceived the

attendance officer, students, and the assistant principal as knowing

what the job of the school psychologist entailed (r = .47, p <.004;

r = .47, p <.01; and r = ,24, p <.08, respectively).

i o
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fable 26

VARIARLES Aft111(0 10 T.. PERFORMANrE

Or TASK rAcion V (SUPPORT SERVICES 70

MI OWE PnormAm)

Vmrlable Grcorwe

Measure of
Association

Significance
Level

DIrecflon/Ingerproia-
lion of relationship

1(rp C r .1i .04 positive

:ex P Ihs 38 .01 fammlit/hIgh

.rndian10 major C VI% 5:11 .06 Guidance/high

save of tics
P ;,, .79 .04 no/high

lave office C r,.. .13 .04 no/high

Irnhiem: snarino office P go.. .42 .04 no/high

In. veil knew what was expected C r .12 .06 positive

,xlen1 able to define -esponsihility P r .26 .07 positive

'xtenl able to make changes

h. well hnewts ) what job
P

P

r .51

r .47

.001

.004

positive

positiveonin11,
attendance officer

studens P r .47 .01 positive

nurse C r .16 .02 positive

parents C r .22 .002 positive

rouw.olor psychologists C r .18 .01 positive

teachers C r .13 .05 positive

assistot prmc.pai P r .74 AA positive

insistent principal C r .19 .01 positive

P indicates responses by psychologists.
C, responses by counselors.

Factor VI - Counseling Services to Parents (See Table 27)

Counselors who were more likely to be involved in performing the

tasks associated with the provision of counseling servicea to parents

were female (rpbi = .20, p <.004); knew well what was expected of them

(r = .11, p <.07); were well able to define the responsibilities of

their job (r = .16, p <.02); were able to make changes in their jobs

(r = .24, p <.001); perceived that superiors understood the problems

of the counselor's job (r = .13, p <.04); rated high in psychodynamic

mindedness (r = .17, p <.01); and perceived that the attendance officer,

the nurse, teachers, and tie assistant principal knew what the coun-

selor's job entailed (r = .17, p <.02; r = .15, p <.03; r = .12,

p <.05; and r = .10, p <.10, respectively). Psychologists who were

more likely to be involved in performing the tasks associated with
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the provision of counseling services to parents were older (r = .25,

p <.08); were able to make chan)es in their jobs (r = .6Z, p <.001);

and perceived that the attendance officer, students, the social worker,

the nurse, parents, teachers, and the assistant principal knew the job

of the psychologist well ; r = -.24, p -.09; r = .44, p <.004; r = .26,

p <.06; r = .46, p <.003; r = .27, p <.05; r .22, p <.03; and r = .35,

p <.02. respectively).

Table 27

VARIABLES RELATE!) TO THE PERFORM/4NA Or

TASK FACTOR VI 1C101/NCEE INC SERVICES TO

PARENTS)

Variable
Group.

Measure of
Association

SignIflm,ance

Level

i Irection/InterprOa-
flop of Relations,IP

Ado
P r .25 .OS positive

Sox
C 94.. .20 .004 Jimmie/high

law well knew what was expected C r .11 .07 positive 4

Extent able to derine responsibility C
P

r .16

r .63

.02

.001

posmv. +
poorly.

Extent able to make changes
C r .24 .001

positive

Extent superiors understand problems C r .13 .04 positive

Pcychodynamic-mindedness
C r .17 .01

positive +

Pragmatic endorsement
lirm well

know(s) what job

C

P

r -.12

r .24

.06

.09

negative -

positive
4

attendance officer
ettantance officer

C r .17 .02 positive

students
P r .44 .no+ positive

social worker
P r .i6 .06 positive

nurse
P r .46 .001 positive

nurse
C .15 .03 positive +

Parent.
P r .27 .05 Positive +

teacher%
P r .22 .03

positive +

teachers
C r .12 .05

positive +

assistant principal
P r .35 .02 positive

assistant principal
C r .10 .10 positive

F Indicates responses by
'm0%0109105, C. responses by counselors.
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Task Factor VII - Administrative Support (See Table 28)

Counselors who participated more in tasks associated with providing

administrative support were male (rpbi = -.23, p <.001); did not major

in guidance, counseling, or psychology at the graduate level (x2 = 4.78

p <,09); and perceived that the assistant principal knew what the job

of the counselor entailed (r = .10, p <.09). They were not able to

define the responsibilities of their job (r = -.10, p <.10), and per-

ceived that students did not know what the job of the counselor entailed

(r = -.13, p <.05).

Psychologists who were more likely to provide administrative support

were older (r = .30, p <.04); majored at the graduate level in psy-

chology, counseling, or guidance (X2 = 5.23, p <.07); believed that

important changes in policy h-d been made (r = -.34, p <.03) and that

such changes were for the better (x2 = 6.27, p <.04); that they were

able to make changes in the job (r = -.30, p <.04); and that their

superiors did not understand their problems (r = -.30, p <.04).

Tablp 26

VARIARlFS RELATED TO Tit PERfOOMANCE nr

-ASK 7AC1017 VII (ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT)

variable Grou

Age

Sex

Graowite major
Cragunte mgjnr
,411-11p office

lmportnnt changes In policies

.Mar p changes for better
'Extent able to define responsibility
Extent able to make changes
Went superiors understand problems
1km well know(M) whet job
entails

stipMnts
insistent principal

C
P

P
P

C

P

C
C

Measure of

Association

Significance
Level

DIrectIon/Inlerpretn-
floc of RelatIonshi

r .30 .04 positive

* -.73 .001 male/high

X, 5..1 .07 Psyc./Counsilling/Guidance/h,9h

X' - A.78 .09

.... .30 .04 no /high

- -.34 .03 yes /high

K2 6.27 .04 yes/low

r -.10 .10 negative

* -.30 AO positive

r -.30 .04 negative

r -.13 .05 negative

r .10 I .09 Positive

P indicates responses by psychologists: C. responses by counselors.
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CHAPTER V - DISCUSSION

Overview

In this chapter a general discussion of the results will be presented

followed by conclusions, a statement of policy implications and suggested

future research.

A. Discussion

Similar to the findings of the IUAR study with social workers (Gary,

West F. Kumi, 1976), the findings of this study indicate that the schoo'

counselors and psychologists were as a group predominantly female and

middle-aged. Counselors were more likely to be in the middle-aged range

4n comparison to the psychologists who were fairly evenly distributed

over the age range. Salaries for both groups were above the national

median of $14,867 (U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

1979) with nearly 70 percent of the counselors and psychologists making

over $19,000 a year when the survey was conducted in 1975.

As in the social work study, both groups were well-educated with

most having a master's degree in job related areas such as guidance and

counseling or the behavioral sciences. Of the thirty-six psychologists

interviewed, four (11%) stated they had a doctorate degree. Two of the

one hundrea seventy-seven counselors held doctorate degrees. Psycholo-

gists seemed to be a more homogeneous group, decided upon their chosen

line of work earlier and, perhaps, made more definitive school mental

health career plans than did counselors suggested by the findings that

more psychologists than counselors chose undergraduate ar.J graduate majors
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that were closely related to their subsequent line of work, and more psy-

chologists (52.8%) stated that education had been the major means by whiCa

they entered their job compared to 26.5 percent of the counselors who gave

this response. In addition, forty (22.6%) of the counselor:. obtained their

jobs through promotion, compared to one (2.8%) of the psychologists who

did so. Since undergraduate majors were more diverse for counselors, the

impetus or motivation for selecting counseling a4 a career seems to have

come at a later time for them. The reasons Black school mental health

practitioners choose their particular occupations might affect their

orientation to students or help-giving. For example, if counselors become

counselors after a stint of time as a classroom teacher, they may be more

practical in approach or more sensitive to student problems than are

psychologists or other school mental health professionals who may not, as

a group, have such prior experiences.

The tasks in which psychologists and counselors were involved par-

alleled those described in the review of the literature (Trotzer b Kassera,

1971; Roemmich, 1967; Cornell. 1942; Maser, 1971). This similarity applied

also to tasks they performed but believed to be inappropriate to their

job. It should be noted that the participants in this study were not

asked to estimate the percentage of total work time they devoted to

specific tasks. Rathe., they indicated how frequently or infrequently

they were involved in thirty-seven tasks presented tc them. Using a

response rate of fifty percent as the cut off point indicating much or

little involvement in the activity, it was found that at least half of

the counselors stated that they were frequently involved in thirteen tasks

and at least half of the psychologists indicated they were frequently
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involved in twelve tasks. Of the thirteen tasks for counselors, six required

direct student contact. In decreasing order of stated involvement these

tasks were as follows: individual counseling, working with new students,

academic counseling, identifying students with special needs, individual

psychological testing, and student vocational educational counseling. Of

the twelve tasks in which psychologists were frequently involved five

required direct student contact--individual psychological testing, iden-

tifying students with special needs, group testing, doing case studies,

and individual counseling, respectively. Furthermore, most of the other

tasks cited by counselors and psychologists involved activities pertaining

directly to the student, for example, consulting with parents, writing

diagnostic reports and so forth.

For both counselors and psychologists the most often cited inappro-

priate task was doing clerical work, an expected and typical complaint.

It is interesting to note that counselors identified far more tasks per-

formed by them that should be done by others than did psychologists.

In fact, close to a third (29%) of the 71sychologists indicated that no work

tasks they performed should be done by others, compared to twelve pErcent

of the counselors who gave this response. Many hypotheses concerning the

role of these practitioners who view no performed tasks as ones that should

be done by others are suggested by this finding. For example, their job

tasks may be more adhered to by themselves or more steingently adhered

to by others (in terms of referrals, assignments, or requests made); toe

administrative or other staff support of them may be more substantial;

their workload may be less or different; or they may view their job as

having more diverse responsibilities. Further investigation of this
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finding might reveal information by which to understand job perception

and job performance.

A factor analysis conducted on the tasks performed identified seven

task factors. They were as follows: (1) student development services,

(2) psychological assessment orientation, (3) psychoeducational services,

(4) planning and development of guidance programs (5) support services

to guidance programs, (6) counseling services to parents, and (7) admin-

istrative support. Counselors performed the tasks of providing psycho-

educational services, planning and developing guidance programs, and

providing support services to guidance programs more than psychologists

did. Psychologists performed tasks related to psychological assessment

orientation at a higher rate than did counselors.

All of these reflect the usual kinds of tasks one might expect to

be performed by school counselors and psychologists, and in fact, these

practitioners appear to he engaged in tasks similar to those identified

in the literature (Trotzer & Kassera, 1971 and Maser, 1971 on tasks

performed by counselors and Shaw, 1967, Keenan, 1964, and Cornell, 1942

on tasks performed by school psychologists). The actual amount of time

expended on those tasks by the practitioners in this sample was not

determined, but it is reasonable to expect that the most frequently per-

formed tasks consumed a significant portion of the practitioner's time.

It was found that these practitioners used conventional techniques in

working with their clients. The most frequently used of these technioues

were individual counseling. group counseling, peer counseling, behavior
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modification, consulting with others and an interdisciplinary team

approach--again reflecting findings in the literature (especially Harper

& Stone, 1974 and Jones & Jones, 1972).

Counselors and psychologists were similar in the problems they most

often encountered in working with students. These problems included poor

academic achievement, a poor home environment, a lack of motivation, and

a poor self-concept. Truancy was also listed by the counselors--a hint

that they may at times see a slightly different kind of student problem

than psychologists do. These problems were also includt...1 among those

considered to be the most serious. Techniques for dealing with these

problems and the special problems such as hyperactivity, fighting, Ind

drug abuse seemed to be the traditional ones, that is individual counsel-

ing, testing and referral.

Many cf these practitioners apparently concur with the opinion of

tne social workers of Study I and other social scientists cited in the

literature (for example, Jones & Jones, 1972; Hayes & Banks, 1972;

Harper & Stone, 1974), that different ! trategies and techniques shou'd

be used in working with Black clients. Half of the practitioners in this

study indicated that there are unique strategies for work"ig with Black

students. The ones most often mentioned were life-space exploration,

ethnic identification, and personality support. Yet the majority of these

practitioners did not list these strategies as frequently used or the

most effective even when the inquiry specified special problems of black

students.

R-ther, individual counseling was often cited as the treatment of

choice. It could be that these individual practitioners have developed

their own eclectic approach to Black students that is implemented through
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individuzil counseling. In individual counseling, the practitioner may be

using a variety of approaches of which personality support and ethnic identi-

fication, for example, may be two. Knowing the label by which the practi-

tioner calls what she/he does not seem to be very informative or descriptive

of what may actually occur during counseling sessions.

There appeared to be few probleis that the counseJrs and psycholo-

gists had concerning organizational factors. Most kn:w their job expecta-

tions. Of those who had experienced changes in job-related activities or

policies, most believed that the changes had been for the better. They

complained that doing clerical work,a lack of resources, heavy caseloads,

d lack of time, and performing disciplinary functions were among the more

serious problems interfering with their work. But despite the problems,

the majority of them telieved that they could handle their caseloads

unassisted.

Two theoretical frames of reference were investigated--client ori-

entation and Black value orientation. Each of these orientation stances

was found to be expressed at two levels. Psychodynamic mindedness and

social environment mindedness were the two factors of the client orientation

measure and Black identity and pragmatic endorsement were the two factors

of the Black value orientation scale.

Client orientation describes the guiding etiological perspective that

practitioners employ when working with students. The items of the psycho-

dynamic mindedness factor focused on the internal characteri!lcs of the

individual as being the underlying cause or responsible agent for under-

standing the motivation and behavior of the client. Social environment

mindedness focused on circumstances and events external to toc individual
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as being the cause of his/her motivation and behavior. With Black practi-

tioners, one might expect social environment mindedness to be the frame

of reference that would be widely adopted. In this study as in Study I,

however, psychodynamic mindedness accounted for most of the variance of

client orientation--nearly eighty-eight percent for counselors and psycho-

-ogists. Perhaps, the adoption or declaration of social environment minded-

ness as a client approach, as exemplified by the items loading under this

factor, might be viewed as being too impractical and unproductive in pro-

blem-solving situations. Practitioners have .o work with the student.

The likelihood for increasing the effectiveness and extent of impact of

their intervention may be heightened by focusing on the individual student

and concomitantly individual contributions to the presenting problem.

Maintaining a larger "world view" of their clients' problems may be a

professional hindrance. Trying to make changes in the larger society may

be self-defeating and too big a goal. Interestingly, counselors were

higher on psychodynamic mindedness than were psychologists. An analysis

of how, or if, these perspectives are acquired, for example, through

trainini or experience, and translat, 'nto counseling for the student is

needed.

The Black Orientation Scale measured the degree zo which the re-

spondent agreed with items that reflected an awareness of and sensitivity

to Black culture and experiences. Black identity, one of the two factors

of the scale, accounted for 40.8 percent of the variance. It seemed to

measure an active expression of Black identity and culture expressed by

items such as, "Black music and drama should be used more in the public
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schools and "It is sometimes necessary to confront school personnel on

behalf of Black children." Psychologists were higher on Black identity

than were counselors. The pragmatic endorsement factor revealed a

tendency to view events from a practical standpoint unencumbered by

affectional. emotional ties. There was a secondary emphasis placed on

the Black aspect of an item. Item samples of the pragmatic endorsement

factor are "In public schools there is too much emphasis on Blackness and

not enough on basics," "I'd rather be thought of as a school counselor/psy-

chologist first and a Black person second," and "The singing of the Star

Spang'ad Banner does not inspire me." Counselors rated higher on pragmatic

endorsement than did psychologists.

In the spirit of an exploratory study, numerous measures of associa-

tion were computed. Twenty-five sample characteristics were correlated with

four variables: techniques used most frequently (7 of which were analyzed),

techniques that were judged to be most effective (7 of which were analyzed).

the existence of unique strategies for working with Black students and the

identification of such (3 of which were analyzed), and the task factors

performed (of which there were )). Using the .10 level of significance,

a combined total of 229 significant correlations were found out of a pos-

sible 1,154. Some are probably spuilous, but many are probably true

indicators of valid relationships--particularly in the area of tasks per-

formed. There were more significant correlations found between the sample

characteristics and task factors performed, 125, than for the other

three areas measured. The perception of how well specific others knew

the job of 'he practitioner correlated ninety-one times with the four

general areas accounting for nearly forty percent of the total significant

associations found. Age, client orientation and Black value orientation
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accounted for forty-three (or about 20%) of the other significant associations.

Of the twenty-five sample characteristics used, these four--perception of

job knowledge by others, age, client orientation, and Black value orientation- -

accounted for nearly sixty percent of the associations found. Generally,

perception of the job by others seemed to affect all of tne four areas measured.

Aae seemed to be associated most heavily with task factors performed and

techniques used most frequently. Client orientation was most often associated

with techniques judged most effective and used must frequently. Black value

orientation was most often correlated with task factors performed by coun-

selors. Black vale orientation did not seem to affect reported behavior

of the psychologists (only two significant correlations were found).

B. Conclusions

The following conclusions cen be drawn from the study:

1. Black school counselors and psychologists are quite

similar to descriptions noted in the literature which

portray counselors and psychologists in terms of tasks

performed and techniques used. However, the generality

and ambiguity of terminology regarding techniques employed

may be confounding issues.

2. Black school counselors and psychologists are equally

divided in their belief that there are unique strategies

for working with Black students.

3. The process by which school mental health practitioners

enter their respective career fields may influence their

theoretical and ideological orientation as well as the

approaches they use.

4. Support and resources are needed to allow these workers

additioral time with students.

5. The perceptions of others affect the functioning of

school mental health practitioners in all areas measured.
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6. Organizational factors, theoretical orientation and
Black value orientation did ,,,ot appear to be strongly
linked with practitioner functions as suggested in

the literature.

C. Suggested Future Research

Research is needed to investigate further the trends and relationships

that have been identified in this study. Observational studies of counsel-

ing sessions are clearly indicated. This type of study would enable one

to gc, beyond the label given to treatment measures and determine the con-

tent and style of both individual and group counseling sessions. Once the

question of differences in techniques or approaches is answered, studies

designed to measure effectiveness from the views of client, therapist and

significant others are in order.

Efforts should be directed toward differentiating the diverse roles

played by each group of school mental health practitioner_ tl-at is, social

worker, counselor and psychologist. How are they different? How are

they alike? Do they by administrative design or circumstance see dif-

ferent types of students and student problems? If so, how does or should

it affect their tasks, techniques and orientations? Moreover, the course

of career development from selection to on-the-job functioning should be

sy:tematically studied particularly for Blacks.

The person environment of the therapist needs to be studied since the

perception of others seemed to play a significant role in the job function-

ing of the subject group in this study. Are school mental health personnel

particularly affected by the opinions, attitudes, support or cooperation of

others in the treatment process?

Finally, Black value orientation warrants further study. Refinement
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in methodology is suggested. The Black value orientation instrument

developed for use in this study may have been unable to specify degrees

of orientation at the lewd, necessary for this type of study and this study

group.

D. Policy Implications

The findings from this exploratory study have implications for policy-

related matters. Chief among them is the clear need for support services

within the schools. These practitioners have too many responsibilities

that divert their attention from their clients--the students. Clerical

aides are esrecially needed. In addition, school administrators may need

to examine what student problems are assigned to particular professional

groups. Counselors frequently appear to ;lave to cope with a multiplicity

of problems and duties.

Educational and training institutions need to review their curricula

in terms of counseling techniques and approaches taught in reference to

working with Black students. With half of the practitioners in this study

believing that there are unique startegies in working with Black students,

there must be iLstitut.lnal support for this notion. And that support should

be in terms of advocacy for research in the area and for producing therapists

who are aware of and competent to meet the requirements of providing services

to Black students.
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Questionnaire

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO CHILDREN

Instructions: Here is a series of demographic questions related to

your background. Please respond to the following items.

1. What is your job title?

a. Counselor
b. Psychologist

2. How many years have you been employed as a:

Counselor: Psychologist:

3. How many years have you been in your present position?

4. Which letter on this card best describes your age? (HAND

RESPONDENT CARD 4)

a. Less than 24
b. 25 - 29
c. 30 - 34
d. 35 - 39
e. 40 - 44
f. 45 - 49
g. 50 - 54

h. 55 & over

5. Respondent's sex (TO BE FILLED IN BY INTERVIEWER)

Male Female

6. Please indicate highest educational _chievement. (HAND

RESPONDENT CARD 6)

a. Bachelor's Degree
b. Bachelor's + 30
c. Master's Degree
d. Master's + 30
e. Master's + 60
f. Doctoral Degree (Ph.D., Ed.D.)
g. Other (Specify)

7. What was your undergraduate major?

8. a. What was your graduate major(s)?

b. How did you become a coun3eloripsychologist?

---1-P a
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9. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD 9.) Here is a taro with income groups on
it. Please tell me the letter in front of the group that best
represents ,'our current income in this position.

a. Less than $9,000
b. $ 9,000 - $11,999
c. $12,000 - $14,999
d. $15,000 - $17,999
e, $18,000 - $20,999
f. $21,000 or more

10. a. 0o you have an office in which to work? Yes No

b. If yes, do you share this office with someone? Yes No

c. Has sharing an office caused any problems? Yes No

11. How many students are administratively assigned to you?

12. How many students do you serve per month?

13. Do you feel that you are able to handle the workloao?

Yes No

14. What percentage (I) of your student workload is Black? (HAND

RESPONDENT CARD 14)

a. 101
b. 20%
c. 30%
d. 40%
e. SO%

f. 60%
g. 70%
h. 80%
i. 90%
j. 100%

1S. a. How many elementary schools do you serve?

b. How many junior high and/or middle schools do you serve?

c. How many secondary schools do you serve?
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Current Work Situation and Attitudes

16. a. Have you attended any professional meetings this past year?

Yes No

b. If yes, which ones did you attend?

17. a. Are you a member of any professional organization(s)?

Yes No

b. If yes, which ones?

18. a. In your place of employment were there in-service training
sessions this past year?

Yes No

b. If yes, how many?

c. How many were you able to attend?

d. Did you feel that they were useful to you in your work?

Very Useful Useful Undecided-
Not Too Useful Not At All Useful

19. How many journal articles have you read in the past four (4)
months?
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20. Below is a list of statements about psychology'

counseling. In light of your experience in the

field, we are interested in your response.

Please tell me the response that best describes

how you feel.

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 20)

a. The highest goal of school psychology/
counseling is to free the client from

inner conflict.

P
m.
oa
=

4

b. Effective help to any client depends on 5 4

understanding of unconscious motivations.

c. The reason that delinquency and family 5 4

breakdown are getting worse is that the

known treatment methods have never really
been given a chance on a large scale.

d. Case-by-case treatment can never make in- 5 4

roads on society's basic problems.

e. Some workers should -pend more time help- 5 4

ing communities to accept the mentally ill

rather than working with patients to adjust.

f. Environment is a stronger determinant of 5 4

intelligence than heredity.

g. School counselors/psychologists should be 5 4

more concerned with the impact of the en-

vironment on clients and less concerned

with personality dynamics.

h. The opportunity structure in which people 5 4

find themselves is the central condition

determining their behavior.

i. The large social problems of today can 5 4

best be understood when they are analyzed

in terms of individual behavior dynamics.

j. School psychologists/counselors can change 5 4

society only through the medium of the

feelings of the individuals 4 groups who

are the clients.

k. In combating juvenile delinquency, school 5 4

counselors/psychologists should work more

with the neighbors 4 schools than with the

delinquent 6 his parents.

1. In times to come, as technology advances, 5 4

the tendency to be unemployed may run in

the genes of a family as certainly as bad

teeth tic) now. 126
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21. Here is a list of tasks conceivably performed by school helpingprofessionals. In your position as a psychologist/counselor,
please tell me how often you perform the task and how importantthe task is to your job.
(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 21)

FREQUENCY IMPORTANCE
TO YOUR JOB

eD

I

1) Individual counseling 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

2) Academic counseling 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

3) Group counseling
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

4) Counseling students re:
vocational & educational
plans

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

5) Consulting with parents 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

6) Consulting with teachers 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

7) Identifying students
with special needs

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

8) Individual psychological
testing

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

9) Group testing
5 4 3 2 1 54 3i1

10) Consulting with principals 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

11) Interpreting guidance
programs to community

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

12) Interpreting guidance
programs to school staff
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21. Continued
FREQUENCY

13) Developing guidance 5 4 3 2

programs

14) Evaluating guidance 5 4 3 2

programs

15) Planning remedial in- 5 4 3 2

structions

16) Home visiting 5 4 3 2

17) Contact with agencies 5 4 3 2

18) Job placement 5 4 3 2

19) Working with new 5 4 3 2

students

20) Conducting survey, 5 4 3 2

21) Follow-up of former S 4 3 2

students

22) Teaching academic 5 4 3 2

courses at your school

23) Scheduling students 5 4 3 2

24) Working on cumulative 5 4 3 2

records 4 information
files

25) Administrative duties 5 4 3 2

26) Mental health consul- 5 4 3 2

tent to school(s)

27) Attending professional 5 4 3 2

meetings

28) Planning PTA activities 5 4 3 2

4 programs

111
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IMPORTANCE
TO YOUR JOB
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21. Continued FREQUENCY

r

i
I.:!:
I.+

ti

IMPOR1ANCE
TO YOUR JOB

0
=

g

29) Publication research 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

30) Writing diagnostic
reports

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

31) Case studies 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

32) Supervising counselors/
psychologists

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

33) Designing behavioral
interventions for
behavior problems

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

34) Family counseling

35) Extra-curricular
activities

36) Community service

37) Promoting career
development

38) Other (Specify)

22. What tasks are performed by you that should be done by others?(PROBE)
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Now ; would like to know more about you and your working environ-

ment. Please tell me the response that best describes your situation.

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 23)

23. To what extent have you been able to define

your area of responsibility in this job?

24. To what extent have you been able to make

major changes in your work activities?

25. How well do your superiors know and under-

stand the problems that you and your

colleagues face?

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 26)

26. When you and your colleagues make suggestions

regarding your job, how often are they gener-

ally accepted?

27. In general, how often are you and your

colleagues encouraged to make suggestions

about your job?

132
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28. In regard to the amount of supervision you receive in your job,
do you feel that in general there is too much supervision, it
could be improved, it is adequate, or it is inadequate?

,11111i

Too much supervision
Could be improved
It is adequate
It is inadequate

The following questions are about your career and your caseload.
Please respond.

29. Do you plan to continue to work as a counselor/psychologist?

Yes No

30. Why do you say that?

31. How long do you think you will ..main a psychologist/counselor?

32. Are you satisfied with your job?

Very satisfied Satisfied Undecided

Not too satisfied Not at all satisfied

33. Please rank the following items according to the time spent in
each area, if any. (1 represents the greatest amount of time,
11 represents the least amount of time. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD 3

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

.11111MOIMMO.

Psychological Assessment
Career Development
Academic Advising
Job Placement
Pre-College Counseling
Counseling (Personal/Social)
Case Studies
Supervisory Duties
Individual Staff Conferences
Consultations
Other (Specify):
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34. How well did you know what was expected of you when you first

came into this job -- very well, fairly well, not very well,

or not at all well?

3S. Please list five major problems that interfere with your work.

(PROBE)

36. Of these problems, which two are the most serious? (PROBE)

37. Have there been any impJrtant changes in the policies and

activities of your job since you first started working in your

present position?

Yes No

38. What changes have occurred in your job and how did they come

about? (PROBE)

39. Were these changes for the better? (PROBE)

40. In your opinion, what changes would improve your job? (PROBE)
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Interviews with other Black school personnel have revealed a number

of problems encountered in working with Black students. We arc

interested in the problems you have experienced and your approach

to solving them. Please respond to the following questions.

41. What are the five (5) major student problems you encounter in

your work as a psychologist/counselor?

42. In your opinion, which two (2) are the most serious?

43. a. have you ever worked with a hyperactive child?

Yes No

b. If yes, how do you work with the hyperactive child? (PROBE)

44. a. Have you ever worked with students who use drugs?

Yes No

b. If yes, how do you work with students who use drugs? (PROBE)
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45. a. Have you ever worked with students who constantly fjght
and disrupt? (PROBE)

Yes No

b. If yes, how do you work with these students?

46. a. Have you ever worked with a student who has been inappro-
priately labeled?

Yes No

b. If yes, how do you work with the problem of inappropriate
labeling of students?

47. How have you handled the problem of misuse of students'
records? (PROBE)
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48. How do you think the following people feel about your job?
(}HAND RESPONDENT CARD 48)

Picase indicate your respcnses to these questions:

i. How well do you think (rERSON BELOW, E.G., ATTENDANCE OFFI-
CER) knows what your job really entails -- would you say,
extremely well, quite well, rather well, not too well, or
not at all well?

ii. How important do you think (PERSON BELOW) thinks your job
is -- extremely important, quite important, rather impor-
tant, not too important, or not at all important?

iii. How favorable do y^11 :AAA (PEmSON 3EL0h) views ye ,r job
extremely favorable, quite favo.aole, rather law ble,
not too favorable, or not at all favorable?

i. How well' ii. How important? iii. How favorable?

Attendance
officer 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Student 5 4 3 ;1 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Social
worker 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Nurse 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Parent 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Principal 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 A 3 2 1

Counselor/
Psychologist 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 I 5 4 3 2 1

Teacher 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

Assistant
Principal 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
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49. It is important that you share with us some of the knowledge -Ind
skills you have acquired in working with Black students. Here
is a list of techniques which may be employed in your work.
(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 49.) Please respond to the following
questions.

TELANIQUES

1) Therapeutic tutoring 13) Peer counseling
2) Confrontation 14) Assertive counseling
3) Computer counseling 15) Role playing
4) Modeling 16) Transactional analysis
5) Behavior modification 17) Consultation with caretakers
6) Art therapy (significant others)
7) Multiple family therapy 18) Interdisciplinary team
8) Psychodrama approach
9) Sensitivity sessions 19) Life-space interviewing

10) Workshops 20) Other(Specify)
11) Individual counseling
12) Group counseling

a) Of these techniques, name the five you find most effective:

b) Name the techniques you use most frequently:

c) Are there unique strategies in working with Black students?

Yes (IF YES, ASK 49d) No

d) If Yes, what are these strategies? (PROBE)

.111` =garal=
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50. How do you identify a Black student who has a poor self-concept? (PROBE)

51. How do you work with a Black student who has a poor self-concept? (PROBr)
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52. Now I am going to read some statements which
are of concern to Black school counselors/
psychologists in working with Black students.
Please tell me the response category that best
indicates how you feel about each of the fol-

lowing statements.

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD 52)

1) In school, Black children should be helped
to remember that they are Black.

S 4

2) Uneducated parents should not participate 5 4

. in policy decisions of educational systems.

3) Black religious holidays such as Kwanza 5 4

should be recognized in the schools just

as Christmas and Hannukah are.

4) Among the professional associations, 5 4

there should be a Black caucus.

5) Black children can only be understood by 5 4

comparing them to white children.

6) Poor Black children artd poor white chil- 5 4

dren experience the same oppression from

the system.

7) Teaching Black children about slavery 5 4

makes them embarrassed.

8) School desegregation will bring about 5 4

harmony between the races.

9) Black music and drama should be used 5 4

more in the public schools.

10) Identity is not a major problem for

Black children.

11) While at home and abroad we should al-
ways defend all thst Black stands for.

12) The attempt to sake school boar.; recog-

nize the
attempt

or death of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. is a good step.

13) Stress on cultural symbols such as the

S 4

5 4

5 4

5 4

dashiki and afro has value for Black

children.
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52. Continued r.
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14) It is sometimes necessary to confront 5 4
school personne' on behalf of Black
children.

15) There is too much fuss about people 5 4
, "getting ahead" and leaving the race.

16) What is usually referred to as Black 5 4

language is just regular English being
messed-up.

17) Generally speaking, white workers can 5 4
do just as well with Black children as
Black workers.

18) Black children should be taught that 5 4

they are Americans first and Blacks
second.

5 419) In public schools there is too much
emphasis on Blackness and not enough
on basics.

20) As much empLasis should be attached to 5 4
teaching "Lift Every Voice & Sing" as
"The Star Spangieu Banner."

21) For Black people in this country the 5 4
present social, economic and political
situation is better than it was before
1960.

22) It should be a part of my job to orga- 5 4
nize Black parents to deal with the
schools.

23) Because I am a Black school counselor/
psychologist, I should be an advocate
for the Black child.

24) Given the opportunity, I would work
with an all-Black caseload.

25) In working with Black children, it is a
good idea to refer to national Black
heroes rather than white heroes.

141
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52. Continued

26) It should be a of my job to communi-
cate the discor. .ilt. of the Black communi-
ty to school officials.

27) The control of Black schools in Black
communities should be left in the hands
of Black people.

28) Black school psychologists/counselors
should discourage Black children from
using Black vernacular.

29) The playing of "The Star Spangled Banner"
does not inspire me.

30) I'd rather be thought of as a school
counselor/psychologist first and a Black
person second.

31) Black children need more displays of
authority and structure in schools
rather than openness in the classroom.

32) Black children who avoid playing with
white children are not practicing
reverse racism.

33) Drugs should be used to calm hyperactive
children.

34) Prescribed drugs are used in schools
indiscriminantly against Black children.

35) Black students generally do poorly on
standardized tests because they do not
know how to take tests.

36) Black students generally do poorly on
standardized tests because the tests
are culturally biased.

37) Poor performance of Black students in
school is directly related to the increased
breakdown G deterioration of the family
structure.

38) In my opinion many Black students current-
ly in special education classes have been
misplaced.
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5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1
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TO BE FILLED OUT IMMEDIATELY AFTER INURVILW IS COMPLI1, D.

THUMBNAIL -- Not to be completed in the presence of the respondent,but immediately after the interview.

Use this space to record any information that might aid the studystaff in interpreting the interview:

Time interview ended:
a.m./p.m.

Place where interview occurred: at work

Interviewer's Name:

at home____
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